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··m il-456, HI July 19.12, is changed as follows: 

33. 215-Type Western Electric relay. 

• • • • • • • 
b. Fl1/.J:.-Dne· to the pemw.nent mngllet , lines of force flow liS 

shown by. the solid arrows. No flux flo ws • • • the dotted arrows. 
This flux in the reed aids the llux in the right pole piece and 
opposes that in the left. The reed thus • • • different winding 
arrangements. 

• • • • • • • 
47_ The M-I5 teletypewriter, 

• • • • • • • 
e. Send-Receive-Brcak key.-The SEND-RECEIVE_BREAK key 

• • • a distant station. The send-re<..'cive swilch 011 all other 
machines in· the circuit will be thrown to the receive position auto
matically when a break is transmitted or two successive "blank" 
key signals are received. It must be • • • order to transmit._ 

• • • • • • • 
59. Power supplies.- If an cxtemai • • • to GU milliampcn-". 

The current may vary materially frolll this value and still maintain 
satisfactory operation when using line relays for the receiving 
magnets. The permissible current • • • with each teletype
writer. 

AI' l'ENDIX I (SUPt;llsww) 

INDEX '1'0 TECHNICAL AND FIEJ ... D MANUALS 

(Soo FM 21--6 for complete list) 

TM 11..:a02 
TM· n -3aO 
'I'll 11--331 
T1II 11- 332 

.TM 11-333 
TM 11-335 
TM 11-340 

·Charging Set SCR- l69 
Switchboards liD- il, liD-72, BD- 72-A Dnd BD-72--B 
Switchboard BD-14 --
Telephone Central Office Stt TC--4 
Telephones EE-8-A, EE--8-D, Dnd EE-8 
Telephone Central Office Set '1'C-l 
Telephone Central Office Set TC-2 
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TM 11--345 
TM 11--351 
TAl 11- 353 

TM 11--3M 

TM 11--355 
TM 11-358 
TM 11--359 
TM 11--360 
'fM 11--361 
TM 11-362 
'fM 11--363 
TM 11-430 

'1'111 11-431 
TM 11-457 
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FM 24-5 
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Cabinet DE-10-( ) (Wire Chief's Testing) 
TeJegl"tlph Sets '1'G-6t TG-s-A, and TG-1)-D 
Installation and Main·tenance of Telegraph Printer 

Equipment 
Telegraph Printer (Teletypewriter) Sets EE-97 and 

E&-98; Teletypewriter Sets EE-97- A, EE-98--A and 
EE-l()02 

Telegraph Terminal CF-2-A (Carrier) 
Telephone Central Office Set TC-a. 
Line Unit BE-71- A and Line Unit DE .. -71 
Reel Units RL-26 and RL-2G-A 
Test Sets EE-{i5 and EE-{i5-A through -F 
Reel Unit RI 31 
Pole Line Construction 
Storage Batteries for Signal Communi·cation Except 

Those Pertaining to Aircraft. 
Target Range Communicntion Systems 
Locll l-Battery Telephone Equipment 
Common-Battery Telephone Equipment 
Reference Data 
Power Units PE-15-C through PE-15-T 
Power Unit PE--77- (*) 
Rectifier RA-87 
Carrier Hybrid CF-7 
Repeater Set 'fC-18 (Terminal) 
Rrpeater Set 'fC-t9 (Intermediatl') 
Bins Meter 1- 97- A 
Signal Communication; Army Air Force.8 

Construction and Routes of Communication; Engineer 
?ili!<siong, Functions, and Signal Communication in 

Gem'fIlJ ; Sigual Corps 
Siguill Communication 
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SIN'GLE-LINE 1"F:I.EGRAPHY 

TM 11 -456 ... 

Paravapl!. 
:;en@t"al ...... ... ....... . .. .. .. ...... ...........•.................. 1 
>ounder ..... .. ....... ... . ... .•.. • .. . .•.. • . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
:lrcu1ta .......... . ....... .......• . . ..... •. . . ... • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
:..eaka,e .... . .... . .. ... .. . . .. . . .... .. .. . . ........ ........... . . . .... .. 
Nork1ng margin . . . ... .. ... . . ..... .. ..... . . ... .. . . ...... . ...... .. . . :5 
:omplete ctrcu1t ..... . .......... . .. • ............ . ...... .. .......... 6 
Power JOt1I"Ce ...•....•.•.•.... •• ... . .. .• • . . .•.. • •.. ..... ...•. _ • • • . . 7 
Intermediate .tatiOIUI .. .... ..... ................... . ... . • _ .. .... ... 8 
iletardatlon and prolongation ............... _ . . _ . _ . . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 
al.. distortion ........ .. .. .. ........ _ ... . .... . .............. , .... '. 10 
:Omparnon 01 open· and c1c»ed-drcWt systems .. ............ , _ . . . . . . 11 
~est1ons tor selt-examInatlon .............. _ .. __ ... _ . ... .. , . . . . . .. 12 

1. Gene:ul. a. lmportance.-The importance of telegraphy to 
military communication can hardly be over~tlmated. It is more 
rapid, reliable, and exact than any other method of electrical trans
mission of message s. The telegraph operator can work over a poor 
line at speeds which the radio operator cannot maintain. There is 
usually no delay for encoding and decoding of me-sages sent by tele
graph. When static makes radio transmission difficult or impossible, 
the telegraph is unaffected. A few pounds of equipment will put a 
telegraph channel into operation over wires that must be laid to 
provide telephone communication. These advantages are often 
overlooked by the communication officer. 

b. Scope.-This text proposes to give only a very elementary 
explanation of the telegraph apparatus and methods which are of 
interest to communication officers. Single.line telegraphy, which 
will be discussed in succeeding paragraphs, has a wide military 
application and is also the basis on which other systems are 
developed. It be may defined as telegraphy in which operation in 
both directions may be effected but not at the same time. 

2. Sounder.-The sounder is the instrument from which the signal 
is read, and is illustrated in figure 1. As can be seen from the 
figure, it consists of an electromagnet of two coils and an annature 
which is held away from the coils by the spring pushing against the 

0.... "," 
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sounding bar to which the armature is attached When a CUITent 
flows through the coils of the electromagnet, the armature is 
attracted and moved downward; a set screw in the right hand 
end of the sounding bar strikes the frame beneath it, giving a 
click. The armature remains down until the colIs are no longer 
energized, then the spring forces the pivoted sounding bar up. 
The latter strikes the upper set screw, giving another click. Due 
to the construction of the apparatus the two clicks are dh Imilar 
in sound; the interval between them determines by its length 
whether the character is a dot or a dash. For satisfactory oper. 1 
ation, the sounder should be adjusted so that, when the armature I 
Is in the operated position, it is as close as practicable to the pole 
pieces without actually touching them. nus clearance can be set by 

ncua L-~wcrapb MI"ncter. 

means ot the adjusting &Clew on the sounding bar, using a sheet 
of writing paper as a thiclaw ; e gage. 'The travel ot the sounder bar 
is ... uaUy eet at about Ih.a of an inch. ThIs letting is made by means 
of the adjusting SCiew on the sounder frame, after the proper 
annature clearance has been set. The tension of the sounder spring 
is adjusted so that the sounder operates satisfactorlly and produces 
the type of sound desired by the operator. After the sowtder is 
properly adjusted, all lock nuts must be securely ti&htened, or the 
sounder will vibrate out ot adjustment in a few minutes of use. 

3. art? 'IL a Clo'f'd«cuit '1I8lem.-It is obvious that it a 
sounder were plact!d in a drcult such u shown in figure 2, an 
operator could send a me age by operat1n& the key and. thus 
actuatin&: the sounder. 

2 0.;. r.olff"", 
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FiO:;VRI: 2 .-One-way cloeed-clrcult t elegraph I)'.t em. 
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• 

It can also be seen that with this circuit there is only one-way 
:ansmission. that is, East cannot send any message to West. To 
et two-way transmission, a key and a sounder are used at each 
nd, as in figure 3. , 

• , , 

TL-'" 
" cuu 3.-Two-way cloeed-clnult telegraph I)'.tem. 

In figure 3, it is apparent that, since the circuit is broken in two 
laces, one operator must hold his key closed while the other sends. 
o overcome this difficulty a short-circuiting switch is placed at 
lch key, by means of which the operator closes the line when he 
not sending. (See fig. 4.) 

I [ 
c-.,-

Fu;uu; 4._Two-way cloeed-clnult I)'.tem with ahort-<,In:uIUna: .wltch. 

-
ft ,~~ 

FlO:;llD S.--Qpen-<,Ircuit telearaJlh ~tern . 

3 Dr, ,I<. 
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When neither operator is sending, the circuit is closed and CUI1 
rent Is flowing. This system Is called the closed-clreuit systet'1 
and is the one in common commercial use in the United State!! 
Another system, in general use elsewhere, is the open.~ 
system, which Is illustrated in figure 5. I 

b. Open-circuit system.-The differences between the two s~ 
tems should be noted. The closed·circuit system requires the ~ 
of a key with only a single contact; The open-circu1t systet'1 
key has a front and a back contact, the key being held closed on ~ 

F'JGUU Ga .-CIo.ed·drcuLt teLeuaph key. 

F'JCUU 6b.-Open-c1«:ult teleu-ph Key. 

back contact by a spring when the operator is not sending. Thi 
c1osed·circuit system uses only one battery; the open-circui, 
system must have at each station enough battery to operate th 
entire circuit. In the closed-circuit system, current flows in the lin 
at all times except while spacing between the dots and dashes ani 
between characters. In the open-circuit system, current flow: 
only while dots and dashes are being made. These are the prlncipa 
differences; the advantages and disadvantages of each will b 

4 
0.... " ... 
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• 
!sewed later. In figures 6a and 6b are shown the closed.· and 
pen-drcult types of key. 
e. Ground-retum circuit.-Return to a consideration of the ' 
.osed-circuit system and consider the modification which must 
t made in the circu1t of figure 4 in order to make it more efficient 
nd economical. First of all, wire may be saved by using a ground 
!tum, that is, by making the earth serve as one conductor of 
le circuit. The ground·return circu1t will also reduce maintenance 
nd will have 8 lower resistance than will a complete metallic 
rcuit, if low resistance grounds are obtained. This is of importance 
!Qluse It means that a smaller voltage wlll be required to produce 
Ie minimwn current necessary to operate the system. The ground
!turn has certain inherent disadvantages, the chief of which are: 
(1) Contrary to the asswnption often made, the earth is not 

Itrywhere at the same potential ; there are actually considerable 
Ifferences of potential between different points on the earth's 
mace. Such a difference of potential may oppose the battery 
ttieh is driving current through a circuit, and thus require the 
;e of additional battery to neutralize its effect. 
(2) Induction from neighboring power circuits is greater for a 

round-return circuit than for a metallic-return circuit, since 
.1 a properly transposed metallic circuit the same voltage is in
Iced in each of the two conductors. 
(3) The ground-return circuit is more susceptible to earth· 

trrent disturbances accompanying the Aurora Borealis than is 
Ie all-metallic circuit. 
(4) In Army field telegraph systems, the ground-Teturn circuit 
more susceptible to interception by the enemy. 
(5) The use of the ground-return requires that a ground be 

aile at each tennlnal station. This must be a good ground ; that 
. one of low resistance. Methods of obtaining grounds are discussed 
section m. 
In general, It may be said that the advantages of the ground
·tum circuit outweigh its disadvantages for army use. 
d. RelaY3.-(1} The next modification to be made in the circuit 
Ider development Is made by the characteristics of the sounder. 
) make readable signals, the sounder must give sharp distinct 
cks. Therefore the magnetic field of the colls must be strung. 
lis strong field might be developed in either of two ways; by 
?aIlS ot a large current flowing through a few turns or a small 

5 Or, .1<. 
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Cl1ITent flowing through many twns. The latter method is the Onl 

chosen; since it is less wasteful of energy. The sounder operate 
most satisfactorily when the Cl1ITent through its coils is alway! 
the same. But the Cl1ITent in a telegraph line may vary widely dUf 
to various conditions, chief of which is weather. 

(2) Operation is improved by removing the sounder from till 
circuit and by putting in its place an electromagnetic device calla 
a relay. The relay has an annature which is held away from thI 
coils by a spring; CUITent in its coils pulls up the annature. Th 
sounder is cormected in series with a battery, the relay annatur'l 
and a contact which the relay annature strikes when pulled up 
CuITent in the coils of the relay pulls up the relay annature, ani 
the relay annature, striking its front contact, closes the sounde! 
circuit. Closing the sounder circuit energizes the sounder coils 8J}( 

pulls down the sounding bar. When the main line circuit is broken 
the relay armature falls back under the action of its spring anc 
opens the sounder· circuit; the sounding bar is then pulled up bl 
the spring of the sounder. 

(3) The modified circuit is shown in figure 7. The circuit con 
sisting of the battery, sounder, relay annature and the annatun 
contact is called the local circuit; the circuit containing the relay 
key, battery, line, and ground is called the main line. The relay r 
pictured in figure 8. The relay has the advantage that is require 

-
I 

Fum .. 7.---Cl0led-<:lrcult .y.~m with ~I.ya. 

only a small Cl1ITent to operate it. The relay does not have to makl 
any click; it has only to close the local circuit. It is immateria 
whether or not the relay strikes its contact with definite force; 51 

long as it strikes the contact at all. the local circuit will be closed 
and the sounder gives the same click regardless of line conditioru 
Several adjustments are provided on this type of relay. First, tb! 
armature stop should be adjusted so that when the annature rest 
against the stop, the annature will be perpendicular to the in 

6 
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strument base, The armature contact should then be adjusted to 
reduce the armature travel to the minimum necessary t9 interrupt 

J'Jcuu 1I._ Telecraph relay, 

the line curTent. This motion will nonnally be of the order 01 %2 
inch or less. The annature spring should then be adjusted, with the 
relay in position in which it is to operate, to exert just sufficient 
tension to retain the armature against the armature stop when no 
current is flowing. Further adjustment of this spring is seldom re
quired. Under no clrcumstanees is it ever neet ';SIIry to exert great 
tension with this spring. These prellmlnary adjustments having 
been made, the relay is ready to be connected into a circuit_ The 
operation of the relay in the circuit is adjusted by means of a large 
adjusting screw on the ends of the coils opposite the armature. 
Operating this screw changes the position of the coils mechanically 
with respect to the armature and provides sufficient ftexibility for 
practically a11 pm poses. 

(4) The fonowing infonnatlon regarding relays and sounders 
should be noted. 

Instrument 
Main-line relay 
Main-line relay 
MaIn-line relay 
Local sounder 
Loca1 sounder 

Main-line SOWlder 

Resistance 
75 o/uns 

150 ohms 
250 oluns 

4 o/uns 
20 oluns 

150 oluns 

7 

Nonna! 
Operating Current 

80 mllliamperes 
40 milliamperes' 
25 milliamperes 

250 milliamperes 
175 milliamperes 

40 milliamperes 

UNIVE~\lTY Of CAlifORN IA 
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Of these the 15Q.ohm relay and the 2O-ohm sounder are the most 
commonly used. The nonnal operating current is the one sought 
Actually, a relay will operate with currents considerably larger or 
smaller than this particular value. The J.i.mjts of operation of 8 

sounder are narrower, for if the spring tension be much decreased 
in order to aliow a less current to pull down the annature, the 
spring will not bring the sounding bar back with a distinct click. 

4. 11CZkog •. --a. General.-The modification next to be made 
requires an understanding of leakage from the llne. In practice, 
the insulation between lines is never perfect. High resistance paths 
exist between the lines at each cross ann, the path being over 
the insulators and the cross ann. In a ground return system, the 
path at each pole Is over the insulator, along the eross arm, and 
down the pole to ground. In wet weather, the resistance of these 
paths is greatly lessened and may be on1y a small fraction of its 
dry weather value. All of these paths are in parallel, and their 
joint resistance is the resistance of one divided by the number of 
paths. Fortunately we need not consider the effect of each of these 
paths in turn becau~ it may be proved mathematically that a tine 
having unlfonn leakage may be replaced. by a line having a concen· 
trated leakage resistance at the middle, and that the currents at the 
two ends of this line will be the same as for the line which was re
placed.. The leakage of a telegraph line is not unifonn, since it 
occurs only at poles, but it is nearly enough so to penna the use of 
this treatment with 8 high degree of accuracy. 

b. Ezample.-Such a line is shown in figure 9, and the currents 
under different conditions may be computed as follows: 

(1) We3t 8eftdirtg.-When West's key is open, no current nows 
through either relay. When West closes hb key, the current 
through West's relay is 50 milliamperes and the current through 
East's relay is 40 milliampeI'H. 

(2) EMt 8eftdiftg.-When Fast's key Is open and West's switch is 
closed, no current flows through Fast's relay but th~ is a path 
through West's relay out over the line to the leakage resistance, 
down through the leakage resistance to ground and back to battery. 
Eightem. milliamperes now through this path when East', key 
is open. When East closes his key, the currents are as in the 

8 
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plece1ing paragraph, 40 milliamperes through East's relay and 
50 milUamperes through West's relay. 

5. WOf'kI"l _rvln_-a. De/inition.-The difference between the 
current in a I e<;eiving instrument, when the distant operator's key 
is marking and when it is spacing, is called the working margin. 

2S0A 

II00.n 

J rI • •• 

In the closed-ci.rcuit system, a key is spacing when it is open and 
marking when it is closed. In the open-circuit system, the back 
contact of the key is made for spacing and the front for marking. 

b. Example8.-(l) Single battery.-With the circuit of figure 9, 
East has a working margin of 40 milliamperes but West has one of 
only 32 milliamperes. The circuit is meant to work both ways and 
obvious1y it is not working equally well both ways. Had it been wet 
weather and the leakage resistance cut down to, say 400 ohms, 
East's working margin would have been 30 milliamperes (30 - 0 = 
30) but West's would have been 15 milliamperes (60 - 45 = 15). 
Under such conditions, East could receive very satisfactorily but 
West might have difficulty in adjusting his relay to pull up on 60 
milliamperes and release on 45 milliamperes. Seventeen milli
amperes is considered. by many as the lowest satisfactory working 
margin for the type relay which has been discussed. 

(2) Divided battery.-The following happens when the battery 
is divided as in figure 10. (The leakage resistance of 400 ohms has 
been assumed sin~ it W1l5 the critical value in the CBS'" discussed 
above.) When either k@y is closed with the key at the opposite 
end open. current nows through the relay at the closed key end. 
In figure la, this current will be 22.5 milliamperes. When both keys 
are closed the current will be the same through each relay, 45 

9 0.... If." 
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milliamperes_ (This resu1t may be arrived at either by the use of 
Kirchoff's laws or by noting that the midpoint of the line is at 
ground potential since half of the battery is at either end_) With the 
circuit shown in figure 10, both operators have the same working 
margin and this working margin is 50 percent greater for West . 

i50A Z$OA Z!SOA 1$0.1'1. 

TL-900 

FlCUU lO.-Cloaed-eircult .~tem with clIvlcled ~Uery, ahowlne In.kaee. 

than it was with the hookup of figure 9_ Reception is still good for 
East and it has been greatly Improved for West_ 

6_ Complete circuit.- The preceding example makes clear the modi· 
fication necessary In the circuit of figure 7 ; the modified circuit 
appears in figure 11. In the latter figure, a milliammeter has been 
added at each end to enable the operator to read the current which 
fiows through his relay when the distant key is opened and closed, 
thus learning his working margin. 

7. Power source.---O. Means.-In all of the preceding diagrams, 
battery has been shown as the source of power ; a direct-current 
generator or suitable rectifier operating on commercial alternat
ing current, and producing suitable values of direct current, 
would have served equally well. These latter are used where suf· 
ficient power is needed to justify its installation, otherwise battery 
is more suitable. 

b. Voltage.-The resistance of lines will obviously vary with their 
length , and a specific voltage is necessary for each to give the 
proper operating current. It would require a separate battery for 
each line if the voltage were fitted to the line : it is more economical 
to have one or more power supplies and to cut the voltage furnished 
by them down to the requirements of an individual line by inserting 
resistance between the power supply and the line. Thus one power 
supply may be used to serve several lines, each requiring a dif· 
ferent voltage. 

, , 10 "" -UNIVtl1'im OfUUfORNlA 
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c. Protective re8'i8tors.-Aside from the resistances used as just 
explained, a resistance is connected in series with each power supply 
to prevent damage to it in case of short circuit within the office 
itself or at the switchboard. The resistance so lIsed is 2 or 3 ohms 
per volt of output. 

d. Protection from exn-aneou.s ooltages.-The office equipment 
must be protected as well as the power supply generator; this 
protection must be against high voltages which tend to break 
down insulation and against high currents which tend to burn out 
the wiring. Lightning arresters are installed to ground the high 
voltages induced by lightning discharges and fuses are used to 
protect against short circuits or crosses with power ..... 'ires, Heat 

coils are also employed. These devices are the same as, or similar 
to, those used in telephony and will not be described. Protective 
devices are installed wherever open lines join aerial, undergroWld. 
or submarine cable and at all points where wires enter buildings, 

•. Int.illildiat. ttaHont.--a, Need,-In practice. many telegraph 
circuits will be found to consist of more than two stations. It is 
customary, in such cases, to arrange the various stations Involved 
along a continuous circuit. The circuit will therefore comprise 
a tenninal station at each end of this circuit, with one or more 
intermediate stations connected into the line between them. These 
intermediate stations are usually referred to as "way stations." 

b. Connecti0n8,-(1) Closed circuit.-Figure 12 shows the con· 
nections of a closed-circuit system consisting of two terminal and 
two intermediate stations, local·sounder circuits being omitted. 
Note that the intermediate stations are not grounded and have no 
line battery. In the event that the line breaks, stations on either 

11 an.. If ... 
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side of the break can ground their line on the side of their station 
toward the break and thus all stations on the same side of the break 

Jet , , 
, ' , ' , ' ..... 

_IU 

TL-/62.S 

FlGUItE 12.-c1.OHd-dre\llt telepo&pII ayltem. wltb lntermeon.te IltaUonl. 

can continue to operate as a closed-circult, sIngle-battery system_ 
For example, suppose the line to break between station Rft and R3. 
Grounds would be established as shown in dotted lines, figure 12, 
resulting in stations Rl and R! being able to operate with each 
other and, similarly, R3 with R4_ 

(2) Open circuit.-Figure 13 shows the circult of an open-circuit 
system consisting of two tenninal and two intennediate stations. 
Note that each station in the system must have sufficient battery 
to operate the entire system, since when operating, the only 
battery on the line is that of the transmitting station. In the event 
of line breakage limited operation may be obtained as in the case 
of the closed-ctrcuit system_ Suppose the line breaks between 
R1! and R.!, then grounds estabUshed as shown in t,he dotted lines 
will enable the two halves of the system to function as two in
dependent systems. 

RI __ R2 
, , , , , 
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• 
•. lehllidelle" and prolor:gdlon.--a. Gtmeral.-The effect of the 

circWt constanta upon transmission has not been considered. The 
wire of a telegraph clrcu1t and the ground beneath It constitute a 
capadtor; at one end of this capadtor we have connected to it the 
battery, at the other end, the relay, which is an inductance of large ' 

T.l.·5Q, 

FlCUD lol.-Telecrapb llzIe eoutant.. 

value (since It consists of many turns of wire wound upon an 
iron core). In order to make a very crude explanation of what 
happens. let us make a rough representation of the telegraph 
circult by the clrcu1t shown In figure 14. 

b. Retardation.-At the instant the key is closed. there is no 
charge upon the capacitor and therefore no voltage between its 
plates. There is therefore. no voltage applied to the relay at the 
distant end. As current flows into the capacitor, charging it, the 
difference of potential between its plates rises and this difference of 
potential Is applied to the relay at the distant end. But not until 
the capacitor has been pretty well charged will the voltage applied 
to the relay be enough to drive through its resistance enough cur
rent to operate it. It takes an appreciable time to charge a capaci
tor; therefore the capacity of the line to ground has acted to slow
up the signal; that is, there is a delay between the time when the 
operator closes his key and the time when an appreciable voltage 
is applied to the distant relay. Nor is this all, for we have not yet 
considered that the relay has inductance. We know that current 
through an inductance does not rise at once to its final value but 
builds up along a logarithmic curve. Hence, even when an appreci
able voltage is applied to the relay, there is another delay before 
the current in the relay builds up to a value sufficient to pull up the 
annature and thus close the sounder circuit. This time interval be
tween the closing of the key and the click at the beginning of a 
dot or dash is called the "retardation." 

13 Onq, oj" " 
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c. Prolongation.-When the key is opened, inductance and ca· 
pacity once more come into play. The inductance of the relay tends 
to keep the current flowing through it until it has discharged the 
energy stored in it; the capacitor cannot discharge through the 
open key so it will discharge through the relay, the direction of its 
discharge current being such as will tend to hold up the annature. 
This time interval during which the armature holds up after the 
key has been opened is called "the prolongation." 

10. Bias distortion.--a. Marking bias.-lf the prolongation is equal 
to the retardation, transmission is affected only in that there is a 
slight delay. If, however, the prolongation is greater than the J'Co 

tan:iation, the signal received at the distant relay will be longer 
than the sent signal. Since dots and dashes would be lengthened by 
the same amount of time; their relative lengths at the receiving 
station would be adversely affected. In the case of high speed trans· 
mission, this effect may be so great as to make signals unreadable. 
This distortion is known as marking bias. because it lengthens the 
signals while shortening the spaces between signals. 

b. Spacing bia8.-Spacing bias is a distortion which lengthens the 
spaces between signals and correspondingly shortens the signals. I 
Adjustment of a relay may, within certain limits, be made to cor· I 

lect for bias introduced by circuit characteristics. Consider the 
curve shown in figure 15 in which current in the receiving relay is 
plotted against time. In order to send this signal, the key was closed 
at point A on the CUIVe. The CU1Tent. due to the delaying action of 
the capacitance and Inductance of the circuit, builds up as in the AE 
portion of the CUIVe. The EF portion represents the steady state; 
F indicates the opening of the key. The decay of. the current is 
shown by the F'J portion of the curve. In this curve, the rate of 
build·up and decay are equal, the ideal condition. This type of CUIVe 
will exist when the open circuit key is used and the key allowed 
to make its back contact when in the spacing condition. 

c. Zero bia.s.-Suppose that the relay Is adjusted so that a cur
rent equal to one·half of the nonnal line current is required for 
its operation. The relay win then operate at a point C on the CUIVe 
and will remain o~rated until a point slightly beyond H is reached 
The difTerence between the current value at the operate and 
release points on the curve is caused by the armature travel and 
the residual magnetism in the core and will vary widely with dit· 
ferent relays and different adjustments of the same relay. This will 

14 
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" 
e neglected in this discussion. The key was held on marking for 
le time indicated by K in the figure . The relay was operated for 
le time 0 and as may be seen from the curve 0 and K are equal. 
-ince the laeived signal was equal to the signal sent, the circuit 
lay be said to have zero bias. 

>. • • • • 
I 

FlCIJU l!l._Ett~t ot ...,Iay blum&" on 'Ienal lencth. 

d. Bias adittStme1lt.-If the spring on the relay has Its tension in
reased to a point where the current required to operate the relay 
; as shown at point D, the received signal will be equal to B. Since 
: is smaller than K, the received signal is shorter than that sent, 
nd system has spaCing bias, likewise, if spring tension is decreased, 
he received signal will be as shown by M, and the system has mark
"Ig bias. It may be seen that the spring tension can be used to con
rol the bias of the received signals. The spring is sometimes re
~1Ied. to as biasing the relay. The SPring could be replaced by 
nother winding on the relay. Current can be placed through this 
rinding in such a direction as to oppose the pull provided by the 
lain winding. In this case, the extra winding ls called a biasing 
rinding and the current in this winding Is called the biasing 
urrent. 
e. Decay with sending key opeii.-In the above c1lscusslon, it was 

ssumed that the sending key. while in the space condition, ground
d the line. This does not nonnally exist in the closed circuit sys
em; thus, the capacitance of the line must discharge through the 
eceiving relay only. and the time required for the decay of the 
urrent is gleater than that for the build-up. The decay wiU be as 
ld1ca.ted by the dotted line FX. It may be seen from the figure 
hat marking bias would resuU If the spring tension or the bias 
urrent were not kept at a value somewhat higher than one-half 
he nannal line current. 
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11. C ... u:I..,. of opon- and cl.ud drwll ""'eMI.-a. General.
Before dlsm1.ssing the subject of single-line telegraphy. it would hi 
weD to state the relative merits of the closed- and open-drcui! 
systems. With one or two exceptions, these have been develope( 
above and only a resume is needed here . . 

b. Adoontagea of cloaed-circuit system.-(1) Fewer batteries.
The closed-drcuit system requires fewer batteries. Its one batten 
may be divided between the two ends, but the total voltage use( 

remains the same as though it were concentrated. In the open 
circuit system there must be at each station, including intennediatf 
stations, sufHcient battery to operate the entire line. In railroac 
dispatching where a dozen intenned.iate stations may be employed 
the nwnber ot batteries would be prohibitive if the open-circuil 
system were employed. 

(2) Trouble indication.-The closed-circuit system gives a defi· 
nite indication when the circuit is opened by trouble. When the IiI)( 
is nannal and the circuit Idle, the sounder bar remains operated 
thus when the line is opened. the bar is returned. by the spring, giv· 
ing a click. 

c. Advantages of opell-circuit 8Ystem.-(1) Economy of poweI 

supply.-In the closed-circuit system current flows In main-line and 
local circuits when no messages are being sent; in the open-circull 
system current nows only while dots and dashes are being trans
mitted.. Where the system is used steadily, this apparent disad· 
vantage of the closed. system is not great. It is also to be remem· 
bered that gravity cells operate better with fairly continuous use. 
The power used. in a telegraph circuit costs very little in com· 
parison with the other items of telegraph costs, and the saving of 
power by the open-circuit system may be wholly neutralized by 
the increased capital cost of so many batteries. Where the source 
of power is dry cells as in military field circuits, the question of dry 
cell replacement in the field may be a serious problem. Military 
ines are apt to stand idle much of the time, and, during these times, 
·nergy is being drawn from the dry cells if the closed-circuit sys
em is used. 

(2) Leaky lines.-The open-circuit system works better over 
leaky lines. This was shown in the discussion accompanying figures 
9 and 10. With the hookup of figure 9, East's working margin was 
the same as that of any station in an open-circuit system with the 
same resistance and battery voltages. In wet weather, this was 
30 milliamperes. Under wet weather conditions the closed-circuit 
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ystem of figure 10 had a working margin at either end of only 22.5 
lilliamperes. Better working margin is obtained for the open-cir. 
!.lit system because no leakage current flows in the receiving relay. 
'hllS, all stations in the open-circuit system have the same working 
largin as has the station away from the battery In single battery 
losed-circuit operation. 

(3) Signal distortion.-The open-circuit system is less subject to 
,ias distortion than the closed-circuit system as discussed in para
Taph lOe. 

12. Q"'.5tion5 for HM-exominotion.-

1. What are three advantages of telegraphy? 

2. What are three advantages of telegraphy over radio? 

3. For what use in army field communication systems is the 
eJegraph ideally suited? 

4. Give two reasons for not putting the sounder in the main line. 

5. What is meant by a ground return? 

6. What are the chief advantages of the grolUld return? 

7. What is the diffetence between open· and elosed-ctrcuit keys? 

8. Give four dissdvantages of the grolUld return. 

9. What factors limit the distance over which telegraphy may 
oe operated? 

10. Where does leakage occur in a telegraph circuit? 

11. Under what conditions is line leakage greatest? 

12. Explain what is meant by "working margin." 

13. An operator working over a very leaky line should observe 
vhat precaution? 

14. Draw a diagram of a complete closed-circuit teleglaph sys
em consisting of three stations. 

15. Draw a diagram of a complete open-circuit telegraph system 
If three stations. 

16. What sources of power are nsed in central omces? 

an.. " ... 
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17. What source of power would be used for a field telegraph 
station in the anny? 

18. What is a protective resistance and why is it used? 

19. How is the size of the protective resistance detennined? 

20. What properties other than resistance has a telegraph line! 

21. What is the effect of line to ground capacity upon telegraph 
transmission? 

22. What is the effect of inductance of the relay on telegraph 
transmission? 

23. Over long leaky lines, which works better, open- or closed· 
circuit telegraphy? 

24. What are the relative merits of open- and closed-circuit tele· 
graphy? 

25. What is meant by bias distortion? 

26. What is meant by relay bias? 

, , 18 
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SIMPJEXF:IJ, COMPOStI'ED AND PHANTOMF:lJ CmCUITS 

Paracraph 
General ........ .. .......... . .... ........... ............. . . .... . ... 13 
Repeatinc<oU almplex .. . . . , ... , .. .. , ........ , . .... . .. . ..... . ..... .. 14 
Com~iUnc .. ' . ' ................ ' ... . ......... .. . . . .. ..... . . ... .. . 15 
Comparuon of the two methoo. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16 
Phantom circuits .... . . . .... . . ..... . ....... . . . ..... . .... ... ' ........ 17 
Combination of simplex, phantom and composite croups . . . . . . . . . . . .. 18 
Mutual interference in simplex and phantom groups . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19 
Questions lor self-examination .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 20 

13. G..,.col.-Wires may be used simultaneously tor telephony 
and for telegraphy without interference between the two means ot 
communication. When two wires are uti!ized to give one telephone 
and one telegraph channel. the practice is called simplexing. If the 
two wires provide one telephone channel and two telegraph chan
nels, the circuit is said to be composited. Both methods will be 
briefly explained and their suitability for anny use discussed. 

, •. I~MltinsJ-coil limpl ••. -a. Meth0d8.-Two methods of slm
plexing exist: the repeatlng-coil and the bridged-impedance meth-

" LiM 
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ods. 'The repeating-coil method is used almost unlversaJly and is the 
one to be discussed in this text. It is illustrated in figure 16. 

b. Telephone interference in telegraph.-Examination of the fig· 
ure will show that if the resistances of the two wires be equal, P 
and P' are always at the same potential as far as the telephone 
currents are concerned. The two windings of the secondary of the 
repeating coil are identical and are connected in series; therefore 
when West is talking, the potential of P is halfway between that of 
R and that of S. The resistance from R to P' is the same as that 
from 1" to S; hence the potential of 1" is halfway between that of 
R and that of S. Hence P and po may both be connected to ground 
and electromotive forces induced in the secondary of the repeating 
coil by talking into the transmitter, will not cause any current to 
fiow from P to ground and thence to P'. So P and 1" are connected 
together through the telegraph apparatus and ground and no tele· 
phone current flows throu~h this telegraph circuit. 

c. Telegraph interference in telepkone.---Consider why the tele
graph currents do not affect the telephone. Current coming from 
the battery at A' divides equally at P, flowing thence towards Rand 
S. But the flux produced by the winding PR is equal and opposite 
to tke flux produced by thE' winding PS; therefore no electromotive 
force is induced in the two windings connected to the receiver of 
the telephone. 

d. Circuit balance.-In the explanation above, it was shown that 
the telegraph and telephone would not interfere with one another if 
the two line wires had the same resistance. If the current in a tele
graph line were only steady direct current, the requirement of equal 
resistance in the two line wires would be all that is necessary. But 
since each dot or dash closes the circuit at its beginning and opens it 
at its end, transient currents will flow in the line. For example, 
closing the key causes the current to rise from zero to its flnal 
steady value ; during the time the current is changing, the capacity 
of the line plays an Important part. Hence if the simplexed circuit is 
to be balanced, it must be balanced not only for resistance but also 
for capacity. In practice, the lines used by the anny in its field 
systems will not be balanced and a key thump will be heard in the 
telephone: this thump is not objectionable unless it Is very strong. 
'The telephone user, intent upon his conversation does not notice 
the thUmp any more than one notices ordinary noise during a nor
mal conversation. 
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FI(:OU n.- Repeatlng coil C-75 or C-161 ,howlng Int .. mal conn .. cllO .... 

e. Connections.-The connection to the terminals of a typical 
repeating coll used by the army are shown in figure 17. Dotted 
lines represent connections which are made between the windings 
and the terminals; these are integral with the coil. To install the 
coil for a simplex, connect the switchboard or telephone to the 
terminals marked "Switchboard," connect the line to terminals 
marked "Line" and the telegraph set to the terminal marked 
"Teleg." 

T 

i -
l 

n·to,. 
Fl(:UU 18.--Slmplex dr~ult bridged around an Intennedlate .wltchboanl. 
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Stmplex:ing may be I. srrted to in getting a teleg18ph ~t 
between points A and C, where telephone drcults connect both A 
and C to a switchboard at B. The clrcuit is shown in flgure 18. Note 
that two ICpcating colls are required at B and that an inteiillecJiate 
telegraph station could be set up at B by connecting the telegl aph 
apparatus between P and P. The repeating colls are shown sche
matically, without lWpect to the direcUon of the windings. This 
method of reprc sentation is the accepted one, where it is not desired 
to check the actual direction of current in the windings. 

15. CO"'Politing.-As stated at the beginning of the section the 
two line wire!> may be made to yield one telephone channel and 
two telegraph channels; this is called compositing. The circuit used 
Is iDustrated in figure 19. The teleg18ph current cannot flow into 
the telephones because of the capacitors and the telephone currents 
are little affected by the teleglaph circuit because of the very high 
inductance placed between the line wire and ground. To improve 
operation, additional apparatus is connected. in, but this is not 
r - -entia] to an understanding of the method and is therefore omit· 
ted from the figure. An intermediate station is shown in one of the 
telegraph circuits to iDustrate the manner of connecting it. 

r, 1P • .""",'/I;' "'16¥ ., 
swifCllltoiJ§o of 

FIC;111t1C 19.-Telepbone cln:\llt compc.-Itl'd tor telelP"~ph . A balanelng impedance. 
not alloW!\, may be UHd In the \lp~r line wire. 

16. ComporilO" of th. two m.thod •. - At first glance compositing 
seelils a more desirable method than the simplex, since it gives an 
additional telegraph channel. However, it has drawbacks from the 
viewpoint of military use. The retardation coils have high imped-
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ance fbr voice frequency currents but the 2O-cycle ringing current 
pas es readily' through them and- causes the telegraph relays to 
chatter. Commercially, this difficulty is .overcome by the use of 
ringing currents of higher frequency. Also the apparatus required 
for compositlng is more complex and requires more expert installa
tion. Finally, military practice requires so many telephone channels 
as minlmwn requirements, that if all of these be simpiexed, a sufti
dent nwnber of telegraph channels will have been obtained. 

17. I'hantOM clrculh.-If a metallic return for telegraph is required 
to eliminate difficulties encountered in a ground-return system, two 
simplex circuits may be used. The combination is called a phantom 
circuit. The phantom circuit may be used for telephone as well as 
for a metallic telegl aph circuit. A phantom circuit is shown In fig
ure 20. No mutual interference is noted in the system if wires A, 
B, 0, D, and their associated equipment are balanced, that is have 
equal resistance, inductance, capacitance to ground and are prop
erly transposed. Transpositions are discussed later in the text. 

T,. , 

ncuu Z.-Phantom rroup. 

Tp , 

1 •. CombinaHon of ';mpl •• , phantom and composlt. SlJOUps.--a. Sim
plexed phantom group.-Phantom circuits may in turn be simplexed 
for telegraph and thus three telephone and one telegraph circuit 
nay be obtained in two pairs of wires called a phantom group. A 
iimplexed phantom group is illustrated in figure 21. Theoretically 
lJl additional circuit could be derived from this group and another 
;imilar group but the problems involved in transposing and main
:aining a balance on a system consisting of more than four wires 
lSUally make it impracticable. 
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FIGURE :21~Phantom groUp wIth phantom .lmpl~xed tor tel~l{I" .. ph. 

b. Compositing 0/ phantom.-The side circuits may be phan· 
tomed in the usual manner and the phantom composited thus pro
viding three telephone and two telegraph channels on the fOUI 
wires. Composite ringing is required for the phantom telephone cir
cuit but nonnal 20·cycle ringing may be used on the side circuits. 

c. Both side circuits composited.-The two side circuits may be 
composited and a phantom placed on the group, but composite ring· 
ing must be used on all three telephone channels. This system will 
provide three telephone and four telegraph channels on the fom 
wires, the maximum number of circuits available on a group with· 
out the use of carrier. Carrier circuits will be discussed later in thE 
text. It might at first seem that the phantom in this system could 
itself be simpiexed or composited but it must be .""'€memberecl thaI 
direct current telegraph systems cannot work through a capacitor, 
therefore a composited circuit cannot be re·composited. 

19. Mutual Intef"ference In simplex and phantom groupl.-<1. Whe~ 

the wires composing a simplex or phantom group have unequal im
pedances, interference will result; the greater the unbalance, tru 
greater will be the interference. Possible causes of tlnbaJance an 
excessive senes resistance due to poor splices, unequal leakages tc 
ground, improper transpositions or in the case of a phantom grou, 
a cross between two wires of different pairs. It should be note<' 
however that a short between two wires of the same pair will oj 

course put the telephone on that pair out of service but the servia 
on the other side circuit, the phantom and the simplex will not be 
adversely affected. 
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b. The interference resulting from any unbalance is usually more 
lronounced in a phantom group than in a simplex group as there 
Ire more circuits involved. Also, mutual interference between two 
:elephone channels is more serious, due to the similarity of sound, 
:han is the interference between telegraph and telephone. 

20. Questions fOf Hllf-examlnation.-

1. Is the repeating coil, used for simplexing, a ring-through, or 
loming-through coil? Why? 

2. Why should telegraph communication always supplement 
:elephone communication in army field systems? 

3. Make a diagram shOwing how the terminals of a repeating 
:oil are connected when simplexing a telegraph circuit upon a tele
lhone circuit? 

4. For perfect simultaneous operation of a telegraph channel 
md a telephone channel over two wires, what must be true of the . , :wo Wll'eS. 

5. There are two telephone lines from First Army switchboard 
:0 I Army Corps switchboard and two telephone lines from I Army 
:orps switchboard.to 1st Division switchboard. Show by a diagram 
lOW these lines could be utilized to obtain three telephone circuits 
~rom First Army to I Army Corps, three telephone circuits from 
: Army Corps to 1st Division and one telegraph circuit from First 
\rmy to 1st Division, the latter channel including an intermediate 
:elegraph station at I Army Corps. 

6. How many telegraph channels may be obtained from a metal
ic telephone circuit by compositing? 

7. Show by a diagram the principle of compositing. 
8. Why is compositing usually not suitable for use by the army 

n the field? 
9. Referring to figure 21, what is the effect of the following 

roubles on operation of each of the three telephone channels and 
he telegraph channel? 

a. Short between wires A and B. 
b. Open in wire A. 
c. Ground on wire C. 
d. Cross between wires A and D. 
e. Open in wires C and D. 
/. All four wires shorted together. 
g. Open in wire E. 
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General .. ... .. .... ....... ... ........ _ .. ___ ... _. __ ......... . ....... 21 
Variation of resistance of a cround rod . ...... . . , _ .......... _ . . . . . . .. 22 
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Earth potentials . ................ __ ... . ... _. _. __ .... _ .... __ _____ , 24 

MeasuI'1!ment of ground resistance . . _ ...... , .......... _ . . _ ..... . . 2S 
Ground connections for field Wire system • .. _ .. _ .. . ...... , .. _ .. _ . __ " Line battery ........ . .. .. .... . . ._ ... __ .. .. ...................... Zl 

Questions for sel1..examlnatlon . ... _ . ..... . . .. .. . ..... , ............ . . " 
21. G ..... ral.-a. Purpose.-Professor Stelnhell in 1837 made the 

discovery that the earth may be used as a portion of an electric 
circuit. It is used as such to a considerable extent in telegraphy. 
Its use in telephone communication introduces noise in the circuits 
caused by induction from nelghborlng power lines and causes cr0ss

talk between adjacent circuits. It is therefore little used in telephone 
communication except to drain ot! lightning and other static dis
turbances. 

b. Con~ions.-Coruiections to ·the · earth are usually called 
grounds and may be obtained by connection to buried pipe systems, 
buried plates, burled wire or driven pipes or rods. Where pipe 
systems are not available, driven rods are the usual method because 
of the ease of installation. 

c. Relri3tance of ground return path.-It might seem at first 
thought that the resistance of the ground return path would be 
fairly high. It is true that the specific resistance of the earth is veIj' 
high In comparision with that of a metallic conductor, but the 
cross sectional area of the path is very large, therefore the resist· 
ance between any two ground rods is relatively low if a good. con· 
nection is obtained. Since the cross sectional area of the path is 
smallest near the electrode, the greatest share of the ground re
sistance is here; therefore, good conductivity of the soil near the 
electrode is essential. 
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d. FactcmJ affectmg reai3tance of connection.-The resistance 

Df a ground connection may vary from a fraction of an ohm to 
several thonsand ohms depending on a nwnber of factors. Some 
of these factors are: the nature of the so11, moisture content of the 
soil, the physical dimensions of the connection, the material of the 
oonnection and the effect of the past corrosion and electrolytic 
action. 

22. Variation of rustance of a Iround rocl.--a. Depth.-The re
sistance of a ground rod decreases with increase in depth quite 
rapidly for the first few feet but, except in the case of unusually 
high resistivity of the soil in the upper layers, little advantage is 
~ by the use of rods longer than five feet. It is often found, how
?Ver, that moisture content of the soil is higher at the lower levels. 
{n freezing weather, ground rods should be long enough to reach 
below the. frost lint>. 

b. Rod diameter.-Wben the ratio of the length of a ground rod 
to its diameter is large, as it usually is, only slight advantage is 
gained by increasing the diameter of the rod. Diameter of the rod 
should therefore only be large enough to permit easy installation. 

c. Electrode material.-Experimental work has shown that the 
metal used for electrodes is unimportant except as to its resistance 
tD corrosion. Copper clad rods are probably the least subject to 
oorrosion of any of the types in common use. Iron rods, plain and 
galvanized, are quite extensively used and give good service. The 
iron oxide which fonos on plain iron rods is not detrimental as its 
))nductivity is better than the surrounding soil. 

d. Soil conditi0n3.-The features of soil which make it advan
tageous for grounding are the p~ence of moisture and the con
centration of salts dissolved in this moisture. Grounds obtained by 
rods of the same length in different types of soils may vary from a 
lew to several thousand ohms. The following list arranges soils of 
\'arious types In order of ascending specific resistance: wet soil, 
day or loam, clay or loam with sand and gravel, wet sand, dry sand, 
uavel and stones. 

e. Chemical treatment.- Where high ground resistances are 
!rIcountered due to lack of salts in the soil, these resistances may be 
reduced by placing salt in an excavation around the top of the rod, 
then wetting thoroughly. Salts most commonly used are sodium 
chloride, calciwn chloride, sodium nitrate and copper sulphate. 
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23. Multiple rod •. -It has been found from various tests that 90 
percent of the total potential drop around a ground rod generally 
occurs within 6 to 10 feet of the rod, depending on the length of 
the rod and the nature of the soil. It may be considered then that 
the effective electrode consists of a volume of the earth surrounding 
the rod_ When paralleling two or more rods together, it is desirable 
to space them so that the effective electrodes do not overlap to any 
considerable extent_ Five-foot rods should in general be spa~ 
not closer than 8 feet and preferably 15 feet apart. Longer rods 
should have spacing at least as great as their length. Even with 
this spacing, the actual resistance of parallel combination will 
be higher than that computed. from their separate resistances. 
In general, the greatest benefit is obtained from paralleling grounds 
when the specific resistance of the soil is high. 

24. Earth potentials.-It will usually be found that between any 
two ground rods placed some distance apart that a potential exists. 
This potential will in most cases be fluctuating. It arises from 
various natural and artificial currents flowing in the earth due to 
power systems, street railway systems, Aurora Borealis, lightning 
etc. Potentials will, at times, be large enough to interfere seriously 
with telegraph communication and may be, in some cases. high 
enough to be dangerous to life, particularly in the case of long 
commercial lines. 

25. Measurement of ground resistance.-Accurate means of deter
mination of ground resistances are difficult and in many cases 
meaningless because of the wide changes which may take place 
after the determination has been made. Determinations under 
conditions which simu1ate actual use are desirable when practicable. 
A useful field means of determining whether a ground is suitable 
for use on a teletypewriter circuit is to set up a teletypewriter 
for local operation between two ground rods spaced about thirty 
feet apart. Have the line rheostat adjusted to a value at least as 
great as the resistance of the line on which the teletypewriter will 
be placed. If satisfactory local operation is obtained, connect the 
two rods together and use the combination for the ground con
nection for normal use. 

26. Ground connections for Reid wire sYlteml.- In the usual case in 
which a ground return circuit is used, a low-resistance ground 
connection is necessary for each terminal station not only to insure 
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;ufficient operating current, but also to prevent interference with 
leighboring telegraph circuits. It is almost always possible to 
)btain a good. ground by proceeding as follows: 

a. Drive a ground rod into the ground where it is moist. Usually, 
!xcept in very dry weather, the ground near the roots of a shrub 
)r tree is moist. If only dry ground is available, wet it thoroughJy 
md pack it down around the rod. 

b. Use a separate ground for each telegraph set or other equip
ment and keep separate grounds at least 15 feet apart. 

c. Use two or more ground rods at least 15 feet apart connected 
together if one ground rod will not suffice. 

d. Keep the wire leading from the ground rod to the set as short 
lS possible, but do not hesitate to use a wire several hundred yards 
long if necessary to reach moist ground, such as a stream bed. 

27. Un. batterv.-In field telegraph systems, high resistance 
grounds may be partially compensated for by use of additional line 
battery when means to lower the resistance have failed. Direct 
earth potentials may, in some cases, Cause faulty telegraph oper
ation. If this is suspected, reverse the line batteries so that the 
earth potential aids rather than opposes the voltage of the bat
teries. 

21 . Qu"tionl for Mlf-examlnation.-

1. What is the importance of having low resistance ground 
connections in communication systems? 

2. How does the resistance of a ground connection vary with 
each of the following factors? Why? 

(a) Moisture content of the soil. 
(b) Salts In the soil. 
(c) Material In the ground rod. 
(d) Length of the ground rod. 
(e) Diameter of the ground rod. 

3. Describe a method of detennining if the resistance of a 
ground is low enough for satisfactory operation. 

4. What is the purpose of using mwtiple ground rods? What 
spacing should be used for mwtiple rods? 
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29, Simpl. neutral ,.Ioy.-The relay described in paragraph 3 
which has been used in the circuits considered so far in this text 
may be said to be a simple neutral relay. It is -called simple because 
it has only one winding with two tenrunals. It is called neutral 
because it will be operated by a current flowing in either direction 
through this winding. 

30. Diff.rentiol neutral r.loy.-A differentia1 relay is one which 
has two windings, so connected that the flux from one winding 
opposes that produced by the other and thus the relay is operated 
by the difference between the current in the two windings. Such 
a relay is illustrated schematically In figure 22. In this figure the 

?leun 22._ DLfterentlall),. o:onne<:tC'd ~Ia)' ..-Incllne. 

two windings have a common tennina1 which is shown connected 
to the battery. In practice all tenninals are usuaUy brought out 
separately in order to provide flexibility in the method of con-
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necUon. If the two windings are connected in series with the 
battery, their fluxes are in the same dhection and the relay may 
be used as a simple relay; if the two windings are connected in 
series and the battery applied to the common connection as shown 
in the figure, the relay is a ditferentlal one, since the fluxes now 
oppose. The windings may be used in parallel if desired. 

31. Difl .... tiol polar r"01. a Definition.-A polar relay is one 
which will move its annature in one direction when current is 
pasHd through its windIng in one direction and which reveIE?) the 
direction of movement when the current is reversed. Such a relay 
when adjusted for zero bias will, with no current In its winding, 
remain in either position when operated manually, or remain in 
the mid·position, depending on the type of relay. 

b. Operation.-The principle of the polar relay may be under· 
stood with the aid of figure 23. AU-shaped pennanent magnet, 
magnetized so as to have two equal south poles as indicated. in (a), 
has pivoted at lts midpoint a soft·Iron annature, which projects 
upward and plays between two pole pieces attached to the ends 
of the magnet, as shown in. (b). The upper end of the annature is 
then a north magnetic pole and it is evident that the annature will 
remain agaill5t whichever pole piece it is placed, since no spring 
is 11m! A winding surrounds each pole piece and the two windings 
are connected in series. If the current is In the direction shown in 
(c). the field due to the current will weaken the magnetism of the 
left-hand pole pIece and strengthen that of the right-hand one. 
Consequently, the annature, a north pole, will be drawn towards 
the stronger south pole. If the current were reversed, the annature 
would be pulled back towards the left. 

• 
N 

Flcuu. 23. eor..lrllCUon or " polar ~1Ioy with p<'nnan .. nt m"pet eo~ . 

c. Ccmnectf0n3.-Polar relays may also be wound differentially. 
Each winding has the same nwnber of turns about each pole piece. 
A dlfrerentlally wound polar relay is represented schematically 
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in figure 24. If equal currents flow from P through the windings, 
the pole strengths will be unaffected and the annature will remain 
wherever it was before the currents commenced to flow. However, 
if current enters at R and leaves at P and S, the two south poles 
will be unequal in strength; the annature will be drawn to the left. 

32 . Polar r.lay wittlo",t pennon."t magnet.-A relay with the S8lTle 
general characteristics as that described in paragraph 31 can be 
made by adding a biasing winding to a neutral relay. The current in 
this biasing winding is adjusted so that the magnetic attraction for 
the armature balances the pull exerted by the spring. When the 
current in the main windings is in the direction to aid the flux 
produced by the biasing windings the annature is pulled to the 
mark contact but when the flux produced by the main winding 
opposes that of the biasing winding the annature moves to space. 
It should be noted, however, that if the flux produced by the main 
winding opposes and Is equal to that in the biasing winding, the 
total flux is zero and an increase of current in the main winding 
will pull the relay to mark even though the current is in the 
spacing direction. This action takes place when the flux produced 
by the main winding is slightly greater than twice that of the 
biasing winding. Difficulty of this sort can be avoided by keeping 
the biasing current and the couesponding spring tension high, 
thus preventing the total flux from passing through zero. 

- -
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FiCI)U 24._ Dltferentl ally_woun(! polar relay. 

33. 215-Typ. W.st.m EI.ctric r.lay.--a. Descriptian.- A type of 
polar relay in common use commercially is the Western Electric 
type 215. The essential features of this relay are sbown in figure 
25. The magnet is a permanent magnet made of hard steel. The 
two yokes, the reed and the pole pieces are made of permalloy 
which is a special alloy that conducts magnetic lines of force in 
the same mann~r that soft iron does. The reed is a thin strip 
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damped at ita base. It 11 the relay armature. It can be flexed from 
the marking to the spacin&' contact but due to the tact that it iI 
• SPrine It stands midway between the pole pieces when no current 
flows in the windln&'. 

7L-4f(J.I 

FrouD 25. WKtem Ele-etrie eo. 21$-~ rel.a.Y. 

b. Flw:.-Due to the pennanent magnet, lines of force How as 
shown by the dotted arrows. No flux flows in the reed because the 
upper and lower ends are at the same magnetic potential. If a 
current of one polarity flows in the windings it will cause flux as 
shown by the dotted arrows. No flux flows in the reed because the 
the right pole pIece and opposes that in the left The reed thus 
moves to the light. A current in the opposite direction in the winding 
wiD move the reed to the left. One contact may be designated 
mark and the other space, the marking and spacing contacts 
being closed on the two direction of currents in the windings. The 
2l5-A relay has two equal windings; others of the same general 
oonstruction may have different winding arrangements. 

c. US6.-1be sensitivity and speed of operation of this relay make 
It suitable for use on teletypewriter circuits and it has a wide 
application in commerctal printErs and repeaters. It is designed 
for use on polar systems but can be IIsM in neutral systems it 
a biasing current is supplied. . 
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34. 41-Typ. Western Union r.lay.-The Western Union 41-type 
relay is used in the line unit BE-77 which Is turn a part of the 
teletypewriter EE-97. This relay is of the neutral type but has 
two equal windings and may be used for polar operation as shown 
in paragraph 32. The resistance of each winding is about 100 ohms. 
The relay is of the plug-in type and Is biased by a spring under 
control of a thumb screw at the end of the case. It has both a front 
and back contact for use when polar operation is desired. 

35. OtHstions for .. 1f-exominoftOfl.-

1. What is meant by a neutraJ relay? 

2. What is a differential relay? 

3. What is a polar relay? 

4. How may a neutral relay be arranged for polar operation? 

5. How may a polar relay be arranged tor neutral operation? 

6. What kind of relay contains a permanent magnet? 

7. How many windings are neccsary on a neutral relay if It Is 
to be' med as 8 polar dU'ferential relay? 
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SECTION V 

DUPLEX TELEGRAPHY 

Meaning of duplex 
5lngle-current dll'ferentlal duplex 
Double.-current dUferential duplex 
Bridge duplex ... ,., . . . . ..... . , 
Short-line duplex .. , ... , .. . . . . 
QuesUona for self-examination ... , .. , 
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Paragrllph 

J6 
37 
38 
3. 
40 
41 

36. Meaning of dupl.x,-That method of telegraphy by which 
messages are simultaneously sent and received over one circuit, is 
called duplex felegraphy. A sending operator and a receiving oper
tor are required at each end. Several methods of duplex telegraphy 
exist; the single-current differential, the double-current differential, 
the single-current bridge, the double-current bridge, and the Morris 
short-line duplexes. For reasons to be pointed out later, th~ double
current systems are preferred in actual use, but to make their 
understanding easler, the single-current differential duplex will be 
described first. 

37. Slngle-cu"~t dlff .... nlial dupl.x.---a. General.-In order to re
ceive a message at the same time that one is being sent from the 
station, the relay must not respond to the key of the home sending 
operator but must respond to the key of the sending operator at 
the distant station. To accomplish this, the relay used must be of 
the differential type. The key used is an open-circuit telegraph key, 
the back contact being Connected to ground through a resistance. 
The type of relay used in single-current differential duplex tele
graphy is illustrated schematically In figure 22. The same differen
t4al effect Is given by the relay of figure 26 since the current, flow
Ing from the battery, divides at the midpoint of the winding and 
current flows around the core in opposite dilectlons from that 
POint 

b. Operation.-(l) The circuit in which this reJay is used is 
shown in figure 26. The line resistance has been assumed to be 1550 
ohms; thf> resistance of each wincling of the relay has been assumed 
to be 400 ohms, the nonnal practice; the sum of the protective 
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F1cuu 26.-8lnl'le-eurTent dttrerenUal 4'uplex .yatem. 

resistance and the internal resistance of the battery is assumed to 
be 150 ohms; the foregoing resistances detennine the other resist· 
ances which must be used, as will be seen from the explanation 
below. AL stands for "artificial line"; it is merely a resistance, 
whose value is detennined by the resistances assumed above. The 
resistance between the back contact of the key and ground must 
be the same as the resistance between the front contact and 
ground. In the figure, neither operator is sending and, therefore, 
both keys are on the back contacts. No current flows in the line 
or through the relays; neither annature is pulled up. 

(2) Now suppose East and West start sending simultaneously, 
East to send a dot and West to send a dash. Both keys are on the 
front contacts. In the circuit from ground, through West's battery, 
the right hand winding of West's relay, the line, the left hand wind· 
ing of East's relay, through East's battery back to ground, we 
have two equal batteries connected opposing one another. There
fore no cutTent flows in the circuit just traced. There is a path 
from ground, through West's battery, the left hand winding of 
West's relay, and the artiflcialline back to ground. A current of 
30 milliamperes flows in this CirCUit, energizing the relay and pull· 
ing up the armature of West's relay. A similar path exists at East 
and East's relay armature is also pulled up. 

(3) Since East is sending a dot, he releases his key before west 
does his. Consider whether the armatures operate properly. East 
has released his key which now rests on the back contact; hence 
Fast's battery is out of the circuit. It Is now necessary to detennine 
what current flows because of West's battery. Starting from ground, 
current flows through West's battery up to the midpoint of West's 
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elay, where it divides. If it divides equally at this point, the flux 
roduced by one winding will be equal and opposite to the flux pro
uced by the other and the relay will not be energized. The anna
l.lre will fall back (which it should do, since East has just finished 
ending a dot). The current will divide equally at the midpoint it 
h.e resistances to the left and right of the midpoint are equal. The 
esista.nce on the right is : 

lSO X (400+2090) 
400+ 1550+ 400 + = 2490 oluns (approx.). 

150+400+2090 
'he resistance on the left of the midpoint is also 2490 ohms. There
)re, the current does divide equally and West's relay is not ener
ized. The current which fiows through East's relay is all in the 
h.e same direction; the fiuxes produced add together, and East's 
elay is energized. It should be, because West is still sending his 
ash. It is seen from the above that the relay at each station is 
roperly actuated, regardless of the position of the key at that 
tation. 

(4) Note that the artificial line must be of such resistance as 
nil cause the current to divide equally at the midpoint of the home 
elay when the distant key is on the back contact. The necessary 
alue of the artificial line resistance may be computed, knowing 
II the other resistances in the circult. However, it is much simpler 
nd easier to adjust the artificial line until the home relay is not 
ctuated when the home key is deprosed. The operation of aU 
uplex systems is improved by making the artificial line conform 
lore closely to the characteristics of the actual line by adding 
apacity to the fonner. The needed capacity is not computed but 
; arrived at by adjusbnent. 

3 •• Doubl ... cv"ent diff .... nHal dupl ••. ---a.. Reasons for use of 
OubZe CUrTertt.-Certain inherent disadvantages of single-current 
elegraphy lead to the use of double-euITent telegraphy. The prin
ipal disadvantages are : spacing is accomplished by interrupting 
ne current or by neutralizing Its magnetic effects; due to residual 
!lagl1etism of the relay core, the action of the armature will be un
ertaln when the current interrupted is weak ; induction from neigh
oring drcuits may cause the armature to pull up during a space. In 
~ouble-current teleglaphy. the back contact of the key Is connected 
o ground through a battery which is poled opposite to that con
Iected to the front contact. This requires the use of two batteries 
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or generators at each station or the use of a single battery with : 
pole changer. Since cw-rent always flows in the double-curren 
system, the method is more positive In Its action. The beneficia 
effect of a split battery upon leakage is also gained. The slowing Uj 
of operation, due to the capacity, is overcome because the chargE 
Instead of having to leak 01T when the key changes contacts, i 
neutralized by current from the oppoSitely poled battery. 

b. Operation.-(l) Both Bpacing.-The cirewt of the double 
current differential duplex is shown in figure Zl. Asstune th 
resistances to be as shown; they are the same as those of figut'1 
26 and are arrived at in the same way as in that case. U nl 
operator is sending both keys are on the back contacts. Because 0 

I 

'" ". 

ro·, •• 
FlGURe 27._Double-eunent dltrerentlal duplex .~tem . 

the equal batteries opposing one another no current flows in thf 
line. Curren~ flows from each battery through the outer rela~ 
winding and artificial line to ground. The direction of the flux i! 
such as to make the lower pole a stronger south pole than the uppet 
and the annature is drawn against the space contact (marked S ill 
the figure) . This is an Idle contact, connected to nothing, whereas 
the mark contact, M, closes the sounder circult when in contact with 
the annature. 

(2) Both marking.-Assume that East and West start sending 
silT\ultaneously, East sending a dot and West sending a dash. It is 
customary to connect the two generators as shown in figure Z7 so 
that when spaCing, positive battery is connected to the line by the 
key touching the back contact, and negative battery is put on the 
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line when marking. Both operators, by deplosing their keys, con· 
nect negative battery to the line. Since the two batteries oppose 
and are of equal voltage, no current flows in the line or the right
hand winding of West's relay or the left-hand winding of Fast's 
relay. About 27 milliamperes flows through the left-hand winding 
of West's relay; the direction of this current is such as to make the 
pole marked M stronger and that marked S weaker. Hence, the 
annature, being a north pole, is pulled towards M, closing !he 
sounder circuit and beginning the dot which Fast is sending. A 
similar current, flowing through the right-hand winding of East's 
relay, causes the annature to move against the contact M, closing 
the sounder circuit and beginning the dash which West is sending. 

(3) One marking, one BpaCing.-A fraction of a second later, 
East completes the dot and lets up on his key, thus connecting 
positive battery to the line at his end. West's key is still down, con
necting negative battery to the line at his end. Finding the values 
of the currents in the different parts of the circuit Is a problem 
which must be solved by the use of Kirchoff's laws; the solution is 
tedious and will not be entered into. A current of 74 milliamperes 
flows from Fast's battery to the midpoint of his relay, where it 
divides, 50 milliamperes going to the line and 24 milliamperes going 
to the artiflcial line. 'The 50 milliamperes In the line is joined at thr 
midpoint of West's relay by a current of 24 milliamperes flowin 
from ground through . West's artificial line: 14 milliamperes flo,>, 
from the midpoint through West's battery to ground. In Fast 
relay, the current flowing in the left-hand winding is greater thal 
that in the right-hand winding and, therefore, controls the polarity; 
the pole marked M is more strongly south. This pole holds the 
annature up aginst the contact M, keeping the sounder circuit 
closed. This is what it should do, since West is still sending a dash. 
In West's relay, the current in the right.hand winding is the greater 
and its direction is such as to make the pole marked S more strong· 
ly south. Therefore, the anIlature of West's relay moves over 
a¢nst the · contact S, breaking the sounder circuit and thus com· 
pleting the dot which East had just finished sending. 

(4) Keys in intell)lediate position.-In the manipulation of the 
keys in both single- and double-current differential duplexes, there 
are constantly recuning intervals during which the key is in an 
intennediate position , touching neither front nor back contact. This 
condition is apt to cause confusion of signals, especially on leaky . . 
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lines_ The difficulty is overcome by the use of a continuity preserv
ing transmitter_ This simple Instrument will not be explained in 
this text. 

39_ Bridge clupl.x.--a. Principle.-The principle of the Wheat
stone bridge is applied in another method of duplex telegraphy, 
called the bridge duplex. As seen from either end, the circuit is a 
balanced bridge in which the nearer relay is connected where the 
galvanometer would normally be. The relay wed is a polar relay. 
(The relay may be the same type used for double-current differ
ential duplex but the windings are connected in series instead of 
differentially.) To facilitate understanding of the operation of the 
double-current bridge duplex, a simplified diagram of a typical 
circuit is shown in figure 28. P and P' are the relays, represented in 
the figure as simple resistances . 

• 

I·~· 

FlcVItll: 28.-5lmplllled dlacnm or brldae 4\IDlu .yatem. 

b. Operation.-(1) Both spacing.-Wlth neither East nor West 
sending, the keys rest on the back contacts, connecting positive 
battery to the line at each end. No current fiows in R, since equal 
batteries are connected opposing each other. Current flows from 
West's battery through R~l: this current divides, part flowing 
through b to ALl, the remainder flowing through a and P to ALI. 
This current through P is directed down and the relay, which is P, 
is so connected that current down causes the annature to pull over 
against the space contact . Similarly, it will be seen that current 
Haws down through P, East's relay, causing its annature to rest 
.. ltainst the !lpacc contact. 

"t) Both marking.-Now suppose East and West start sending 
itaneously, E.ast sending a dot and West sending a dash. Both 
are on the front contacts, thus connecting negative battery to 
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the circuit at either end. Again no current flows in R. But current 
flows from ground through ALI, dividing, part going through b to 
R.I, and part flowing through P and a to R.I. 'The current through 
p is now up and it current directed downwards through the relay P 
caused the annature to rwt against the space contact, this upward 
current will pull the armature over against the mark contact, clos· 
ing the sounder circuit and beginning the dot which East is sending. 
Similar analysis will show that the current through East's relay, pt, 
is also directed upward, closing his sounder circuit and beglnnlng 
the dash which Wwt is sending. 

(3) One marking, one 8paCing.-When East finishes sending the 
dot, his key rests on the back contact, connecting positive battery 
to the circuit at his end ; Wwt's key is still on the front contact 
and negative battery is still connected to the circuit at his end 
Solution of the circuit problem by Kirchoff's laws shows that cur
rent flows down through P and up through pt. This will cause 
West's relay to pull over against the space contact, opening his 
sounder circuit and completing the dot which East rent- Since the 
current is up through East's relay, P', the armature will remain 
against the mark contact, keeping his sounder circuit closed. Th 
sounder circuit should be closed since west has not completed sene 
ing the dash. 

c. Complete circuit.-(l) Equipment.-Figure 29 shows the cir 
cuit from which the simplified diagram of figure 28 was made. 
The four 5OO-ohm resistances, a, b, c, and d, are the four windings 
of two retardation coils. The 2500-ohm resistances are the artificlal 
lines: 300 ohms Is the protective resistance in series with each gen~ 
erator. The 8OO-ohm resistances are the polar relays. In figure 29, 
there is added a piece of equipment not previously discussed. This 

FlGUU :R.-Brlctce duplu: ~tem. 
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is the pole changer, by which marking and spacing is accomplished 
instead of by connecting the generators dhectly to the key con
tacts. It Is not believed that the operation of the pole changer reo 
quires any explanation. 

(2) Rea80n for use of retardation coila.-Each 5OO-ohm winding 
of the coil po-m:-ses considerable inductance, and consequently, a 
current coming over the line wire meets at first with great opposi
tion in traversing the retardation coil winding, because of the count
er electromotive force of sell-induction which Is developed in it. 
This electromotive force is in such direction as to assist in the rapid 
growth of current in the polar relay to a value momentarily greater 
than the steady value. Thl$ initial pulse of current through the relay 
causes its annature to be moved from contact to contact with great 
rapidity. The retardation coils do not hinder outgoing currents 
very much because equal currents pass through the winding of the 
coil differentially, and the magnetism developed In the core by one 
windlng is neutralized by that developed by the other. Hence, the 
coils for this condition are nonlnductlve. 

40. Short-II"_ dupl_x.-----a. Use.-The great advantages of the 
short-line duplex lie in the fact that one of the stations requires 
very little equipment, no main-line generators, and a battery 
only sufficiently large to actuate a sounder. It Is possible there
fore to duplex a line from a large central station to a station 
at which it is uneconomical to maintain the costly generators re
quired for the other types of duplex. This characteristic of the 
short-line duplex renders it very useful to the army, when it Is 
desirable to work duplex with a large central station from a sta

. tion in the Held. 

b_ Circuit and operotion.-(1) Equipment.-The drcult used Is 
shown In figure 30_ The large central station is West and the Held 
'station is East. The relay at West Is caned a differential neutral 
relay , (it Is dlt'ferentlal1y wound but It Is not polar; and excess of 
current in one winding over that in the other causes the armature 
to pull up regardJess of the dilection of the current). East's relay 
is an ordinary polar relay. The resistance of the artificial line, AL, Is 
the same as the resistance from x to th~ ground at G'. The resis
tance of rheostat r Is so adjusted that three times as much current 
flows through the line and East's relay when the key, K', is de
pressed as when K' Is opened. 
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(2) Both apacing.-I! both keys are open, cun-ent flows from 
West's generator and divides equally at the midpoint of West's 
relay, since the resistance to ground from that point is the same 
through either path. Hence, West's relay is not energized, there 
being no resultant flux in the core. The direction of the current 
through the line and East's relay is such as to make the annature 
of the polar relay rest against the idle or space contact. It is seen 
that when both keys are open, both rel.ays space, as they should. 

(3) Both marking.-If both keys are depre-sed, TI Is shorted 
out and three times as much cun-ent floWs in the right.-hand winding 
of West's relay as in the left-hand winding. This excess of cutTent 
in one windihg energizes the relay and West's relay pulls Its ann
ature up to the marking contact. Depre-s\ng K has changed the 
diIection of current through East's relay since negative generator 
is now connected to the line. The reversal of cutTent in the polar 
relay causes its annature to move over to the marking contact. 

(4) One marking, one apacing.-(a) Now suppose K to be de
pIe-eel and K' to be open. Again cutTent divides equally at the mid
point of West's relay and his relay is not actuated. The cUrrent . 
through FAst's relay flows from ground to line and as this Is a 
polar relay, the annature rests against the marking contact. 

(b) If K' be depressed and K open, Tl is out of the circuit. The 
direction of current through East's relay is such as to hold the 
annature on the idle or space contact. But three times as much 
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current flows in the right-hand winding of West's relay as In the 
lett-hand wlnding; his relay ls, therefore, al..'tuated, pulling its arma· 
ture up to the marking contact. 

(5) Repeating aounder.-The repeating sounder RS must be wed 
to eliminate false signals when K changes contacts while K' is being 
held down. When this occurs, the magnetization of R is reversed 
and therefore pas-es, through zero. The zero magnetization allows 
the relay annature to fall back, closing the repeating sounder cir· 
cuit. But the magnetization pas-es so quickly through zero that 
the current in the repeating sounder circuit does not have time to 
build up to a sufficient value to drag down the armature of the 
repeating sounder. Before the current in RS builds up, the magneti
zation of R is enough to pull its annature up and break the repeat· 
ing sounder circuit again. Had the sounder been actuated directly 
by the annature of R, this delay could not have 0CCWTed and false 
clicks would have resulted. To aid in the operation, RS employs a 
heavy annature. 

4' . Questions for self-examlnation.-

1. What is duplex telegraphy? 

2. What is the object of the artificial line? 

3. What are the disadvantages of slngle·current duplexes? 

4. Make a complete circuit diagram of a double-current differ
ential duplex system of two stations. 

5. What type of relay is used in a double-current bridge duplex? 

6. What ls the object of the retardation colls of the bridge 
duplex? 

7 .What are the advantages of the short-line duplex? 

8. Why must a repeating sounder be used? 
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42. PvrpoH.-'I'he tE'letypewriter is a machine operated type of 
telegraph communication. It is designed so that it can consistently 
maintain a high speed of operation. It may be used for telegraph 
communication from division headquarters back through the higher 
units, or between other points where a large amount of telegrar 
traffic is handled. One or more receiving stations may be operab 
from the same transmitter, producing a printed or typed copy , 
the message at each receiving station simultaneously. 

43. Description.-Nonnally the teletypewriter insta1lation consists 
of a keyboard similar to a standard typewriter keyboard and a 
typing or printing mechanism designed to print received messages 
either on a page as is done with typewriters or on a tape in the 
manner of stock quotation tickers, The page teletypewriter may 
type the message on separate sheets of paper or it may be equipped 
with a roll of paper from which the sheets may be torn at will. Sev
eral copies of the message may be made simultaneously with re
ception by inserting carbon paper between the sheets or in the roll 
of paper. At certain stations where receiving service only is re
quired the keyboard may be omitted. On the other hand when a 
large volume of outgoing traffic is to be handled, a more elaborate 
sending mechanism in which messages are first recorded on a per-
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forated tape and then run through an automatic transmitter may 
be used. Also at certain stations special characters may be placed 
on the keyboard and typing unit for the transmission of special 
infonnation such as weather reports. 

44. OpesaHon.-In this section no attempt wlll be made to study 
in detail the design features or method of operation of each of the 
several types of teletypewriters, but consideration will be given to 
some of the general features applicable to all of them. Teletype
writer operation of telegraph service differs essentially from man
ual operation only in the substitution of sending and receiving 
machines (usually ooth within the same cover) for keys and 
sounders. Therefore, in the following discussion of the factors in
volved, circuits and examples of operation are taken from the 
manual system when the same factors apply to the teletypewriter 
system in order to simplify the explanation. 

a. Code and signal composition.-(1) The signaling code used Is 
not the Morse code of manual operation but a special one In which 
each letter or signal is made up of five units or elements of equal 
length. These units or elements are known as marking or spacing 
Impulses. Marking impulses or signals are those impulses which 
operate the selector magnets of the printing mechanism of the 
teletypewriter. Spacing impulses or signals, which are the same 
Jength as the marking impulses, are those impulses that do not 
operate the selector magnets in the lec.elvtng machine. Two more 
impulses common to all code groups are ntte sery, and compiete 
the code group for any letter, figure, character, or function, making 
a total of seven impulses to be transmitted. One of these impulse' 
is a spacing impulse and Is the first impulse sent, being used to set 
the receiving machine in motion and in readiness to receive the 
remainder of the code group. This Impulse is the same length as 
the code Impulses following It and is known as the start impulse. 
The other impulse, a marking impulse, is always the last impulu 
sent for each code group, and is used to retum the Ie<.elvlng ma
chine to a position of readiness to leceive the start Impulse just 
preceding the next code' group. It is 1.42 times as long as anyone 
of the other impulses and is known as the stop Impuhe because 
it stops the I ~Iving machlne In order to maintain synchronism. 
ThIs will be explaIned more fully later. 

(2) As tllustrated In ftgure 31, the code provides for the letters 
of the alphabet, the numerals and several miscellaneous symools 
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in common use or especially desired, as well as the special function: 
that the machines must penonn, such as line feed, carnage return 
and miscellaneous switching and signaling features.. The provision: 
are made by using the 32 combinations that the 5·irnp"1se codI 
pennit, Including a "letters-shift" and "figures-shift" feature_ TIll 
machine must then be so designed that when a certain letter key ~ 
operated at the sending machine, the marking and spacing si~ 
con£sponding to the code for that letter are sent out on the line 
and when this signal combination comes in at the receiving machine 
the corresponding type bar is selected and operated to print fu 
letter. The code Is known as the five unit pennutation code and ~ 
sometimes called the five-impulse start-stop code. A six-wtit code 
which allows 64 different combinations, is used where it is necess..an 
to transmit capitals, small letters, numerals, and punctuation 0) 
other marks or symbols for telegtaph type-setting. 

(3 ) Assuming some means is provided for the transmission OJ 

the desired impulses for a given code there remain two additiona 
essential features for which provision must be made. First, and oj 
vital importance, the sending and receiving machines must be kep1 
in synchronism. That is, there must be a definite and constant fum 
relationship between the operation of the two machines so tha' 
when No.1 impulse is being transmitted from the sending machine 
the receiving machine will be at the proper point in its operation I( 
receive No.1 impulse, and so on. Second, there must be a means 0: 
selecting the desired character in accordance with the incomin! 
current impulses; this is sometimes effected by electromagnets btr 
in recent machines is effected by purely mechanical means. 

45. Synchronism.-Tele.typewriters are synchronized by means 0: 
the start-stop system. The fundamental idea of this system is tha' 
the machines, instead of running continuously, shall be stoppe< 
after the transmission of each series of five impu1ses comprising th' 
signal for one character. This insures that the two machines \\iJ 

be in exact synchronism at the beginning of every character; il 
other words, it corrects any existing timing differences so frequen 
tly that errors are not likely to occur. It requires, however, tha 
two synchronizing current impulses be transmitted for each charac 
ter in addition to the five selecting code impulses, a feature whicl 
necessarily extends the time required for the transmission 0 
each character. There are several different designs of the con 
trolling apparatus for start-stop systems. The oldest and perhap: 
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the most easily understood of these consist of a pair of com
mutators, the segments of which are connected to the line and the 
electrical elements of the sending and receiving machines, and 
are connected together periodically in a definite order by brushes 
rotating in synchronism and stopping at the end of each revolution. 
A simpUfied diagram of the sending and receiving faces of a pair 
of these commutator devices, known as distributors, is given in 
figure 32. 

G. Selecting opel ation.-Figure 32 shows the circuit in the nor
mal condition ready for the transmission of a character. Battery Is 
supplied from ground at the sending station through the start-stop 
contact, center segment, and line relay of the sending station to the 
line and through the line relay to ground. Also a local battery at 
the receiving station suppUes current through the mark contact 
of the line relay to the center segment of the receiving distributor. 
Since the circuit for the start magnet is held open at the line relay 
space contact the distributor ann Is held stationary. These anns . 
are connected to the motor through a friction clutch. When a key
board key is depreved at the sending station the first thing that 
happens is that a set of sending contacts are closed to conespond 
to the code of the lett~r to be transmitted. Then the start.stop 
contact is opened momentarily. This opening of the start.stop 
contact opens the line circuit causing the line relays to release to 
the spacing contact. This closes the circuit at each station for the 
start magnets so that their latches are lifted and the distributor 
anns pennitted to rotate. Since the motors are adjusted to approxi
mately the same speed the distributor anns will remain in very 
close synchronism for one revolution. As the distributor brushes of 
the sending station passes over segment nwnber 1 it connects 
contact nwnber 1 to the Hne. If this contact is open both line relays 
will remain on their spaCE contact, but if the sending contact is 
closed, battery wiD be connected to the line relays and the current 
wiD cause them to operate to their marking contacts. As the dis· 
tributor ann of the sending station passes over the segments 
numbered 2, 3, 4, and 5, the distributor ann of the Ieteiving 
station will be passing over its conesponding segments. When 
the receiving distributor ann is on segment nwnber 1 the first 
selecting magnet Is then connected to the mark contact of the line 
relay. If the line relay has been operated to its mark contact by 
current in the line, battery is connected to this contact causing 
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the first selecting magnet to operate. It the line re~ is operated 
to its space contact no battery is connected to the Selecting magnet 
and hence It will remain unoperated. ThIs procedure Is continued 
for segliients numbered 2, 3, 4, and 5. At the sending station 

r-------~----~ Lin. 

F'ICUD S2.-Theory of ,tart-,top I)'8tem. 

(through a mechanized arrangement) the start-stop contact. which 
has n!tlwned open during the transmission of the five impinns, 
closes as the distrlbutor ann reaches the sixth segment. 'Ibis 
causes both line relays to operate to mark, opening the drcul.t for 
the start magnet .and, pennittlng the latches to catch the dis
tributor anna and stop them, At the rec.elvlng station, as the 
distributor arm passes over the sixth segment, It connects battery 
to a printing magnet which prints the character set up by the 
selecting magnets. Both anns are stopped at the start segment and 
remain there until releutd by the opening of the start-stop contact 
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. at the beginning of the next set of i,mpulses IWlesenting 8 char
acter. 

It will be noted that the selecting segments of the recelv1ng 
distributor are shorter than the seilUents of the sending distributor. 
This lB to allow only the center of each impulse to be used, thus 
reducing: the effects of distortion of signals. 

46. Tiwhirllllon in the .. ad.", RICIchine.-In the modem machines 
the distributor is replaced by cams operating Contacts in the proper 
sequence. '!be selection is also made through the use of cams so that 
the five selecting magnets and the printing magnet, shown in figure 
32, have been replaced by a single selector magnet controlling the 
mechanized functions of the receiving mechanism. 

LkW "Sf 0/ POI<7r-tJtWfrtl!kIry 
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Ft<:uu S3.-Keyboard 1t! letypewrl~ M- l:l. 

com 

B. Keyboard traMmitter.-Figure 33 shows a view of the key
board of the model 15 teletypewriter as used by the Anny. Figures 
34 and 35 show a more detailed view of the t:rarism1tting equipment. 

. (1) Belector bara.-Beneath the key levers are five selector bars 
and a universal bar extending Belt: u the width of the keyboard. 
'Ibe Rlector bars are provided with saw tooth notches (fig. 35) 
aooordlng to the requirements of the signaling code. These bars 
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lest on rollers and are guided at each end so that they may be easiJy 
moved endwise. When a key Is depH : sed the key lever strikes the 
slanting sides of these notches moving the bars either to the left or 
right, depending upon whether the impulses conesponding to the 
bars are to be marking or spacing. 

nouu SIll. 8rlector bar. 

(2) Universal bar.-The universal bar (fig. 34). when operated, 
momentarily operates the clutch throwo.Qut lever causing the 
driver clutch member to become engaged with the rotating driving 
clutch member. Thus, whenever a key or the space bar Is depNFEd 
the selector bars and Jocklng levers are set, and the universal bar 
Is moved down, pennittlng the sending cams to start rotating. 

(3) Verticallockmg leoor8.-Each selector bar engages a verti
cal locking lever at its right hand extremity and positions It to 
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colIesp<:lnd with the signallmpll1ses to be transmitted. Each lock
ing lever controls the motion of a contact lever. If the upper end 
of the locking lever is positioned to the left, con esponding to a 
spacing lmpluse, it engages the contact lever and prevents it 
from rising into the indent of its cam as the cam rotates, thus 
holding the circuit open for that impulse. If the locking lever is 
positioned to the right. corresponding to a marking impulse, it does 
not interfere with the movement of the contact lever. Then, as 
the cam revolves, the contact lever rides on the cam surface and 
rises into an indent, thereby allowing its contact to close, sending 
out a marking impulse. As the cams rotate, the impulses, either 
marking or spacing, are transmitted in succession. It will be noted 
that there are five selector bars, locking levers, contact levers, and 
contact cams. In addition there is a start-stop cam with a contact 
lever riding on it. There is no locking lever associated with this 
contact lever. When the cam sleeve .assembly is stationary the 
start-stop contact will be closed and .all others open. When the 
sleeve is rotating the start-stop contact is opened and for a brief 
interval, representing the start impulse, there are no cam inden
tations in position to pennit the closing of any contact. Then the 
first, second, third, fourth, fifth and start-stop cam indentations 
come into position for their contact levers to close their contacts 
unless restricted by locking levers. At the end of the revolution the 
clutch driven member is cammed out of mesh ' with the_driving 
member and prevents the- cams from rotating further until the 
next key is depressed. 

(4) Lock loop cam.-The lock loop which is raised J>y the lock 
loop cam at the end of each revolution to allow the new combination 
to be set up is used while in its down position to prevent change in 
the selection set up (fig. 33). This is done by holding the locking 
levers in their set positions while the signals are being sent out. 
This arrangement also makes it impossible to depress another key 
until the signal for the previous character has been transmitted. 
All the pairs of contacts are connected in parallel and the group 
connected to the line for transmission. 

b. 8election.-Figure 36 shows roughly the mechanical arrange
ment by which the received current impulses are translated to the 
code bars and figure 37 shows how these code bars determine the 
type character to be printed. 

(1) Starting 0/ selection.-When the receiving mechanism is 
ready to receive, the selector cam sleeve is held stationary by its 
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stop ann being caught on the stop lever whlch in tum cannot rotate 
because of the trip latch. The selector cam sleeve is connected to the 
drive stWt through friction clutches. Figure 36 shows only one 
selector lever I sword, 'T' lever I and code bar though there are 
actUAlly five of each. The projections of the selector cams on the 
cam sleeve are located at an angular displacement from each 
other as well as vertically displaced, so that each comes in contact 
with its selector lever as each of the five impulses are received. 
When the start impulse is received the armature is released and 
the annature extension moving the trip latch plunger C8mes the 
trip latch to release the stop lever which rotates to pennit the stop 
ann to pags and the cam sleeve rotates . 

• 

. -

• 

(2) Poaitioning 01 code barB.-As the first selector cam comes in 
contact with its selective lever the first impulse will be received. II 
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be 6rst ~ 11 markinc. the annature extension will be moved 
o the rlcht. At the end of the annature extension are two pro
ectiona. Wheft the _lector lever iI operated. the sWord is pulled 
. dr:. .plJWt one of the projecUona of the annature extension. U the 
!XtenaIon has been moved to the right, the ria:ht side of the sword 
L will strike the riaht projection. The &elector lever will pull the 
,word back a short distance further caWlin&' the sword to . pivot 
Il'OUDd its right extension, moving it. point to the lett. Then as 
he selector lever rides off the ael~r -cam projection the sword 
rill be fOlt:ed forward apinst the T lever rotating it and moving 
he code bar to the right. The next impnhe will be received upon 
ompietion of the positioning of the sword. U the next I,mplllze Is 
pacing the annature extension will be to the left causing the 
econd sword to be pointed to the ri&'ht and moving the sword. code 
IU' through the action Qf its T lever to the left. This procedure is 
iOntlnued for each of the five swords and code bars. Following this 
h,e stop bnpuhe will be received holding the aimature extension to 
he right. This allows the trip latch to hold the stop lever so that as 
be stop arm completes its revolution it catches on the stop lever 
Illd holds the selector cam sleeve stationary untU the next !iitart 
mpnl .. Is receIved. . 

(3) PI "Iting of character.-After the positioning of the code 
ars and. before stopping, another cam on the sleeve calmed the oper
ltion of the printing mechanism. Figure 37 shows the printing mech-
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anism involved in the model 15 teletypewriter. As a result of the 
positioning of the code bars one set of notches in the code bars are 
lined up so that a pull bar may be pennitted to drop into those 
notches. No other set of notches are so alined. Nonnally the pull bar 
bail holds all pull bars up off the code bars but in the operation of the 
printing mechanism the pull bar bail moves forward and this allows 
all pull bars to be lowered to rest on the cOde bars. One pull bar 
will drop into the set of notches properly alined. The pull bar 
bail will continue to move forward and will catch in the notch of 
this one pull bar pulling it forward also. As the pull bar moves 
forward the type bar is raised and the type strikes the paper, 
printing the character transmitted. At this point the pull bar bail 
returns to its nonnal position lifting all pull bars from the code 
bars so as to pennit the repositioning of the code bars. 

(4) Selection of /uncti0n8.-The selection of the special functions 
of carriage retwn, line feed, etc., is perfonned. in the same manner 
as for characters but for these particular code combinations there 
will be no alinement of notches to pennit a pull bar to be operated 
and no character wiU be printed. However, the positioning of the 
code bars does cause the operation of other levers to produce 
the functions desired. 

c. Orientation.-Due to the wave shape of the signals involved it 
is important that the small portion of the signal that is to be 
employed. in the selection phase of reception should be from the 
secti6n of the signal with the maximwn strength. Thus, in figure 38, 
section B is obviously the one desired. It can be seen from this 
figure that in order to properly operate the selector mechanism, 
it is necessary to place the starting point of the selector cam 
sleeve in the most favorable position. This is accomplished by means 
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of the range finding mechanism, which is used to orient or take a 
range. This is reached through a hinged door in the left side of 
the cover to the teletypewriter. 

(1) Range finder mechanism.-Mounted on the stop lever plate 
(which is part of the range finder mechanism) are the stop lever 
and the trip latch which may be rotated, thereby varying the 
relation between the start of the selector cam sleeve and the time 
the selector cam operates the selector levers. A graduated scale 
indicates the setting of the stop mechanism (range), and the 
thumb screw holds it in place after having been set. 

(2) Range measurement.-The range is determined while re
ceiving "RYRY" on the printer, by first moving the range finder 
index arm in one direction until errors appear and then back 
slowly until the errors disappear, and noting this latter position on 
the scale. In a similar manner, the other limit of the range is 
located by moving the index ann toward the opposite end of the 
scale. These limits represent the "range" of the machine, and should 
be at least seventy points apart, with the low point at twenty (20) 
or below (preferably between 15 and 20) . This is so that allowable 
differences in adjustments will not materially affect the working 
range of the loop. The loop working range is between the highest 
of the low points and the lowest of the high points of all machines 
connected on the loop. The proper setting of each machine is the 
midpoint of these two limits. This applies to machines pennanently 
connected in a loop. When connected to a switchboard the range 
should be measured while receiving from the switchboard and the 
midpoint of this range used as the final setting of the range finder 
mechanism. 

d. Summary.-The types of mechanism employed vary consider
ably but are usua1ly almost entirely mechanical. In general, the 
complete operation of teletypewriters may be divided into three 
parts, 

(1) Transmission.-At the sending station, each operation of a 
key on the keyboard actuates a sending distributor to transmit the 
required signals, which consist of the start impulse, the necessary 
selecting pulses, and stop plllse. 

(2) Reception and selection.-The signals transmitted are usually 
received by a line relay at each receiving instrument. This line relay 
controls the receiving mechanism which sorts out the pulses and 
selects the character to be printed. 
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(3) Printing.-Alter the selection has been made, the printing 
mechanism is actuated. The printing mechanism then prints the 
character, or performs the required function, and returns to 
nonnal position to await the next operation. 

47. Th. M-15 leI.typ_ril .... -The principles ot operation just 
discussed apply to the model 15, 14, 26, and 19 teletypewriters. 
These machines differ only in the mechanical arrangement of the 
parts. The machine adopted as standard In the army is the M-lS. 
In general appearance the M-15 resembles an ordinary commercial 
typewriter with a few additional keys or switches, and is known 
as a type bar page teletypewriter. A power swi~ch located in the 
front right corner and projecting through a slot in the prlnter 
cover must be placed in the "ON" position before any message can 
be sent or received. 

a. Keyboard.-The keyboard is similar to the keyboard of a 
standard commercial typewriter with a few exceptions as follows : 

(1) Only capital letters and figures are used. There are no inter· 
mediate or small letters. 

(2) To shift to the figures position, the key marked FIGS must 
be deplElsed. 

(3) To unshlft or return to letters position, the key marked 
L TRS must be depressed. Some machines are also arranged to 
unshift upon depression of the space bar. 

(4) Operation of the key marked CAR REI' causes the type 
carriage to be returned to the left hand margin of the paper. 

(5) Operation of the key marked LINE FEE:!) call$es the paper 
to·be advanced to the next line. 

(6) On machines equipped with the automatic: space repeat 
feature, the carriage continues to space as long as the space bar 
is held depressed. 

17) On the upper case of the S key. the word BELL appears. 
This is a signal bell and Is used to summon the attendant at a 
distant station. First the FIGS key must be depressed. Then with 
the mechanism in figures position. the signal bell will ring once for 
each operation of the S key. Where there are several stations on a 
single line, a code is usually agl'eed upon so that the sender may 
summon the attendant at any particular station. 

b. Motor stop.-On the upper case of the H key, the word STOP 
appears. This means MOTOR STOP. On some machines. upper case 
M is used for MOTOR STOP. If the F1GS key is depressed and then 
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the H key, the prlnter motors of all the machines on the cirroit will 
stop. To restart the motors, the SEND-REC-BREAK key must be 
depressed momentarily to the BREAK position. As soon as the 
SEND-REC-BREAK key is restored to the REC or SEND position, 
the printer motors of aU machines on the cirroit will start .. 

c. Test key.-Just below the sloping portion of the cover, there is 
a small hinged door which may be raised to provide easy access to 
the line-test key on the keyboard. With this key nonnal or in, the , 
teletypewriter is connected to the line and anything written upon 
it will be reproduced on other machines on the line. With this _key 
pulled out, an .artlficial circuit is provided for testing the machine 
locally without disturbing other machines on the line. This key 
is also sometimes arranged to pennit the machine to be oper. · 
ated on either polar or neutral circuits. With the key in, it is con
nected for polar operation. With the key out, it is connected for 
neutral operation. 

d. Platen.-In this machine the paper remains stationary while 
typing and the type basket moves across the paper from left to 
right. This is oPPOsite from the nonnal typewriter conditions. When 
the machine is changed from LTRS position to the F1GS position, 
the platen with the paper is raised as in some types of typewriters. 
There is also a margin bell on the right margin as in the case at 
typewriters to give a warning when the right margin is approached. 
The margins, however, are not adjustable as in the typewriters. 

e. Send-Receive-Brook key.- The SEND-RECEIVE-BREAK key 
actually consists of two levers, one projecting out from the cover, 
the other extending to the edge of the cover only. When the longer 
lever is in the SEND position the machine will be connected for 
reception as well as transmission but if this lever is in the RE
CEIVE position the keyboard contacts are shorted and reception 
on1y is possible. This lever cannot be operated to the BREAK posi
tion unless the shorter locking lever is also moved to that position. 
When this is done the circuit is opened. causing all machines con
ne<"ted In this circuit to "run open." This procedure is often used 
to break into the transmission from a distant station . The send
receive switch on all other machines in the circuit will be thrown 
to the receive position automatically when a break is transmitted. 
It must be manually restored · to SEN"D in order to transmit. 

/. Blank key.-One key on the keyboard is blank .and has no char
acter on it. In some machines operation of this key once causes the 
send-receive switch to be operated to the receive position. This will 
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lock out the keyboard of all machines so equipped. However, some 
machines are so IllTaIlged that ttUs blank key must be operated 
twice in order to lock out the keyboard. This arrangement is often 
required since in some instances motor-stop operates from the 
combination FIGS-BLANK-STOP and a single operation of the 
blank key must not kill the keyboard. 

48. The M-14 ,.Ietyp.wri ... -This teletypewriter is known as a 
type bar tape teletypewriter and is similar ~to the M-15 except that 
it types upon a tape. The arrangement of the equipment is such 
that the tape passes just above the keyboard so that it is readily 
visible to the operator. This machine is found only at special instal
lations in the anny. 

49. TM M-26 ,...typ.-wri,.,.-The M-26 teletypewriter di1Iers from 
the M-15 as follows : 

a. There is no line test key built into the machine. 
b. In this machine, the platen and paper move from right to 

left when typing as in the case of the leglllar typewriter. 
c. The platen does not change position when shifting from 

LTRS to FIGS. This is taken care of in the typing mechanism. 
d. The type instead of being arranged in the fonn of a type 

basket as in a typewriter, is mounted as pellets on a type wheel. 
This wheel is revolved until the correct type pellet Is in poSition 
and then a printing hammer strikes the pellet to type the char
acter. 

e. The machine Is smaller and makes less noise than the M-15. 
/. It is not as sturdy as the M-15 and for this reason is not the 

standard type accepted by the anny. 
g. Where the M-15 is also adaptable to sprocket feed whereby 

many copies of fonns may be typed, the M-26 cannot be so adapted, 
though it Is capable of making carbon copies of messages. 

h. The M-26 cannot use a tabular mechanIsm as can the M-15. 
i. The M-26 does have the advantage of costing only about half 

that of the M-15. 
j. The selector mechanism on the M-26 is located on the top of 

the typing mechanism and cannot be reached without taking off 
the cover of the machine. 

k. The power switch is located on the table instead of on the 
machine. ThIs is in reality three switches, each a single-pole double
throw switch. They are fastened together In such a way that a 
three-pole double-throw switch is fanned. When this switch is in 
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he OFF position, the a-c power is twned off and the line has a 
;hort placed on it instead of the printer circuit. 

l. The SEND-REC·BREAK switch does not appear on the M-26 
md it is always in the SEND position where it will both send and 
-eceive. A BREAK switch in the fonn of a button is located on the 
>ase to the left of the keyboard. By pressing this button, the d r· 
:uit is opened and the break signal transmitted. 

m. Both the M-15 and the M-26 may be set to double space if 
lesired and both may be equipped with motor·stop mechanism. 

n. The M- 26 does not have a blank key. 
50. The M-19 leletypewrile,.-The M-19 teletypewriter actually 

::onsists of an M-15 teletypewriter with the addition of three units, 
l tape perforating mechanism, a character counter and a trans
nitter distributor. In addition, a reperforator may also be installed 
is an additional unit if the traffic warrants. The tape perforating 
mechanism, character counter, and the keyboard and base of the 
teletypewriter are made up in one unit and termed the teletype 
M-15 perforator transmitter. 

a . Keyboard contToZ lever.-A manually operated, three-position 
keyboard control operating lever, mounted on the right side of the 
unit, permits the operator to select anyone of the following meth
ods of operation: 

(1) Operating lever in upper or keyboard position.-Direct key
board transmission to the line with a printed record being produced 
at the transmitting point. The maximum speed of the keyboard is 
limited to the predetermined speed of the set. 

(2) Operating lever in middle or keyboard and tape position.
Simultaneous direct keyboard transmission to the line and perfora
tion of tape with a printed record being produced at the transmit
ting point. The maximum speed of the keyboard is limited to the 
predetermined speed of the set. 

(3) Operating lever in lower or tape position_-Perforation of 
tape on1y with the associated printer either receiving messages 
from a distant station, or monitoring the message perforated in the 
tape as it is being transmitted to the line. The indicator on the 
character counter moves each time a character key is depressed. 
The counter is provided with a signal lamp to indicate when the end 
of a line is being approached. The maximum speed of the keyboard 
in this case is not limited to the predetermined speed of the set and 
the operator may, therefore, perforate tape at speeds much greater 
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than the speed at which a tape transmitter would send to the line. 
(4) Operatine lever in middle or keyboard and tape position and 

line test key in test posltion.-It is also possible to perforate and 
print a home record without transmitting directly to the line when 
the test key (located near the center of the keyboard) is in the 
test position. This method is helpful in preparing perforated tape 
for use in connection with printer forms. The maximum speed of 
the keyboard is limited to the predetennined speed of the set. 

51. The keyboard tape perforator.-The keyboard tape perforator is 
a mechanism that perforates a tape as shown in figure 31. This 
is a small machine with keyboard and tape perforator but without 
the associated teletypewriter. Thus, if all teletypewriters are busy, 
tape may still be perforated and later sent out over the trans
mitter distributor. A hole is punched for a marking pulse and the 
paper left intact for the spacing pulse. The line of smaller holes 
down the center of the tape is used to feed the tape through the 
the machine. This unit, which is the same as the keyboard and 
perforator position of the M-19, is not operated by a motor but 
is entirely mechanical with an electromagnet ope~ting the punches 
as set up by the key levers. 

a. Back space lever.-A back space lever is provided for moving 
the tape backwards for the correction of errors. When this lever is 
moved from left to right, the tape is moved back one position and 
then the letters key may be depressed, causing five holes to be 
perforated over ' the error. This combination may be passed throUgh 
the tape transmitting device without printing any character or 
letter on the receiving printer. However, if a character in thE: upper 
case is ' removed it will be necessary to strike the shift key again, 
because the "letters" combination will unshift the receiving printer. 

52. Th. tronlltliHer-distributor.-This machine is a motor driven, 
combination tape transmitter and distributor. Its pu~se is to 
translate the code combination, perforated in the tape, into elec
trical impulses and transmit these impulses to the receiving station. 
There are two types of distributors of this class one operates on 
the five unit code and the other on the six unit code. The two, how
ever, are almost identical, the only difference being that the six 
unit type has an additional contact, lever and commutator segment 
to take care of the additional sixth unit. The tape transmitter, 
utilizing the perforated tape, sets up the code combinations to be 
transmitted. The commutator distributor sends the code comblna-
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tion out over the line as marking and spacing impulses, in proper 
sequence and at a predetermined speed. The two units are driven 
together by either a governor.controlled motor or a synchronous 
motor operating at a constant speed. 

STI4IlT ~£~H£N7' 
uppr/it ClM<IN6). -:: 

_CONTACTS /' 

t-"''-C L OWEIl(MAIlK INt;) 
~ CONTACT~ 
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'" DI$TINBUTOR 8RU$H t COI'lf'fIJTATOIl 

!.INc · 
BATTERY 

, 

FleUR!! MI._SlmpUned circulI o f trllnsmltter·dlat r lbulor. 

a. The commutator.-The commutator is made up of two con- I 
centric conducting segment rings attached to an insulating disc. 
The outer commutator ring is composed of seven segments. Five 
of these segments correspond to the five intervals of the code. 
Immediately preceding the No.1 segment is the "start" segment, 
while the segment following No. 5 is the "stop" segment. (See 
fig. 39.) When the brush passes over the start segment, a spaCing 
impulse is always transmitted, whereas a marking impulse results 
when it passes over the stop segment. These two invariable impulses 
cause the receiving mechanism to operate in unison with the dis· 
tributor brush arm. The inner commutator ring is a solid ring which 
is connected to the line, and as the distributor brush arm revolves, 
it connects the segments of the outer ring successively to the line. 

b. Transmission.-As Indicated by the wiring diagram (fig. 39), 
the five; tongues on the tape transmitter move between the upper 
and lower contacts, called the "spacing" and the "marking" con· 
tacts respectively. The perforations In the tape determine which 
contact tongues will be on spacing and which on the marking con· 
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tacta. When the dIstrlbu.tor brush is on the stop segment, no sig
nals are transmitted and. marking current is sent to the line. At 
such a time, the selector at the leceiving tenninal will be held at 
JesL To transmit a combination of impulses, the distributor brush 
revolves in the dhecUon indicated. It will first pass over the 
start segment, aending a spacing impulse over the line. This im
pulse sta.rts the lecelving mechanism. Each of the five ' code seg
ments of the dlstrlbutor is connected by a contact tongue to either 
an upper (spedng) or lower (marking) contact, depending on the 
character of the signal to be sent. As the brush revolves, it will 
SUCCI dveiy connect the five code segments to the line, each in 
tum sending out a marking or spacing imp"l'e, Finally, the brush 
reaches the stop segment again and sends out the stop impulse 
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which stOPS the receiving mechanism. nus start-stop system keeps 
the receiver in synchronism with the distributor. 

53. Th. reperforator.-U a message is to be relayed through a 
station, there are three ways it might be done; it might be received 
on a printer and retransmitted by an operator on another M-15 
machine, or it might be received on an M-15 and then with a 
perforator make a tape and run through a tape transmltter-dis
tributor. But both of these methods require too much time and 
require an attendant to perforate the tape. The third method is 
by means of the reperforator (fig. 40). This is a small machine 
which receives the electrical impulses and, converting them into 
mechanical operations, perforates a tape which may then, at any 
time, be run through a tape transmitter-distributor for retrans
mission. This requires very little attention from the operator. 
Where the traffic warrants, the reperforator will be used. As an 
average, one will be used with every two M-19 teletypewriters. 

54. Qu.,tlon, 'or Mlf·exominotion.-

1. The teletypewriter consists of what two major mechanics 
parts? 

2. How does the teletypewriter code differ from the Morse code? 

3. What special functions must be provided for in the code be· 
sides the letters of the alphabet and numerals? 

4. What system Is used to synchronize teletypewriters? 

5. Why is it necessary to use such a system instead of syn· 
chronous motors on the machines? 

6. What is the nature of the start and stop impulses? 

7. In the modern machine how many magnets control the 
selection and printing of a character? 

8. How many distributors are employed in a complete M-15 
printer? 

9. What is the purpose of the vertical lockIng levers? 

10. What Is the purpose of the lock loop? 
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11. What is the pwp:ne of the line test key! 

12. What is meant by olientation! 

13. How Is the range detennined on a teletypewriter? 

14. What Is meant by the word SI'OP appearing on the H key! 

15. What is the function of the SEND·RECEIVE-BREAK key? 

16. How does the M-14 differ from the M-151 

17. How does the M-26 <lifter from the M-15? 

18. Of what is the M-19 composed? 

19. What Is the effect of the keyboard control lever upon the 
operation of the M-19 machine? 

20. Explain the use of the keyboard tape perforator. 

21. How does the transmltter-dlstrlbutor convert code perfora· 
tions to electrical impuJses? 

22. What is the purpose of the reperiorator! 

• 

• 

• 
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55, G.nlbal fadll"" lbCyloyad.-Varlous types of circults are used 
In connection with teletypewriter operation. Open wire or cable may 
be "'ed and the means by which teleglaph channels are secured 
will. except in rare cas. , be by means of supeIposltlon. That is, 
the teleglaph channel wUl be obtained from a given wire or wires 
in add,ltion to those wires being used for telephone service. ThIs 
superposition may be by simplex of a physlcal circuit (SX), slm· 
plex of a phantom circuit (SXP), physical or side circuits com· , 
posited (CX), or a phantom drcult compos1ted (CXP). These meth· 
ods are represented in figure 41 and are covered in more detail in 
IItcUon II. 

56. Iv'e .... t\Ip .... II ... dmlitL-Basically a teletypewriter consists 
of two fwJdamental electrical units. The reo:iver mechanism elee· 
trlcaJly consists of the selector magnet with its leads brought out 
to tel minals and may be compared to the common sounder as em· 
ployed in Mol'9C tekglaphy. 'Ibe transmlttlng mechanism electric
ally oonslsts of the keyboard or transmitting contacts with leads 
brought out to teliulnals and may be compared with a teieglaph 
key which has the clreult normally clelEd but Is opened upon pi e?' 
Ing the key, such as an open.cJrcuit type of key using the back c0n

tact instead of the front. This "key" and "sounder" of the teletype. 
writer may be connected into any circuit, neutral, duplex, polar, or 
otherwi8e. In which such a Moi"9C key and sounder would be wed. 
'ntell" use In the more complex circuits of course call for the U8C 
of relays and the requirement here Is that the relay be capable of 
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F1GIIU 41.-MelhO<b or obt&lnlna: telelTaph channe~. 

accurate response to the high speed telegraph signals to be trans
mitted. Likewise the circuit constants should offer a minimum of 
distortion to the signals being transmitted. 

a. Direct neutral connection.-The simplest connection of tele
typewriters is as shown in figure 42. Here the selector magnet is 
connected with the transmitting contacts in series with the line. U 
ground return Is to be employed one of the line connections shown 
in figure 42 would be connected to ground while the other would 
go to the telegraph line circuit. Two or more machines may be 
connected in a circuit by connecting them in series. LIne CWTent is 
supplied by a diIect current power source as discussed in para. 
graph 59. 
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b. Vee 0/ ftftgle~nd n:lay.-Though the teletypewriter will 
It'Ork satisfactorily in the circuit as shown in figure 42, It may be 
vorked satisfactorily over Sf eater distances and over poorer line 
'aciUties by employing the use at a relay. It a single-wound, neu-

TRANSMITTING 
CON714CT.S 

LIN E 

FIClia 42. Simple nelltral eonnec 

TL'41/t 

U~. 

n.l type relay Is to be nsed the circuit will be that of figure 43. In 
:his circuit the selector magnet is removed from the line circuit and 
:onnected in a local ctrcu1t in series with a direct current power 
IOllrce and the mark contact ot the relay. The relay winding is con
'lected in series with the transmitting contacts In the line. With the 

T/tAN$I'fITTIN& 
__ ~<.c,;NTACT.$ __ -, 

LINE 

LINE 
RELAY 

!.;;~---I SCLCCT(JIl 
.. /tfAdN£T 

FIcultC 43.-U-e or alnc1e--wOllnd ~lay. 

ine circuit closed, the line relay will be operated to its mark contact. 
!'his closes the local clrcuit and operates the selector magnet. 

c. Use of double-wound Telay.-Figure 44 shows the circuit 
~mployed when the double-wound type relay is used as a line relay. 
Mlls circuit differs from that of the single-wound relay circuit only 
n the addition of the bias winding circuit consisting of the bias 
rinding. a current limiting resistance and a source of direct current. 
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_J TL-4f1J 

I'IaU-. tl~ u.. of tkMIble-woqAd ",lit)'. 

M shown in figure 44 separate power sources are required for the 
loca1 circuit, bias circuit and the Une circuit. A single power source 

LINE 

TL-4f14 

F'leuu 015. Common paWn' lupply. 

may be used as shown in figure 45 for bias and local circuits. By 
connecting the line circuit through this same power source, linl' 
current may also be supplied without additional power source pro
viding the available power source has sufficient capacity. 

57. Wm"" of teI.typ.writ .... -'Ibe wiring for the individual com
ponents of the teletypwriter is brought out to terminal strips in 
the machine so that they may be connected in whatever type of 
circuit that is to be used. The wiring differs in the different types 
of teletypewriters and reference should be made to the technical 
instructions furnished with the individual machines [or details of 
wlrlng. The break key which is also brought out to a terminal 
strip is nonnally wired in series with the transmitting contacts. 

51. Motor drcuU •. -The motors employed in teletypewriters are 
of two general classifications: (1) synchronous with speed constant, 
and alternating current supply required; (2) the governed type 
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with speed adjustable and either alternating or direct current 
5Upply necenery depending upon the individual motor. 

o. 8ynch7"Ol'W'U8 motor.-Figure 46a shows the circuit involved 
with the use of a synchronous motor. The centrifugal switch is 
dosed at the start, cormecting the start winding into the circuit, but 
is opened when the motor nears its proper speed. U the motor stop 
control is not desired the motor stop control contacts are shorted 
out. A capacitor 'is placed aCiosa this switch and motor control 

F1CUIQ 4&l,-$yncltronoua motor ; 

oontacts to reduce arcing when the switch or contacts are opened. 
Teletypewriten equipped with synchronous motors may be operated 
only where there is an alternating current supply having a voltage 
and frequency conesponding to the rating of the motor used. 

b. 8hunt doC motor.-Where only direct current is available for 
running the motor a shunt dhect-current motor may be used as 
shown in figure 46b. This motor is of the governed type. The gov
ernor contacts are controUed by the speed of the motor. At the 

",.1., ~M"~I 
~."/~I;/J -

n,.,,,,·z 
F1Cuu 46b.-O -<: ahunt m otor. 

start the contacts are closed but as the motor speed rises above the 
proper speed they open to Insert a resistance in series with the 
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annature circuit, decreasing the current through the annature and 
thus decreasing the motor speed. 

c. Speed adjustment.-There are several methods of adjusting 
the speed of the governed motors of teletypewriters. The fan wheel 
of the motor has black and white lines marked around its rim. A 
twling fork is provided which has small vanes fastened to the ends 
of the prongs and pointing toward each other. As the fork is 
vibrated the vanes move back and forth opening and closing the 
gap between them. The motor speed is adjusted so that, when the 
rim of the fan wheel on the motor is observed through the slit be
tween the vibrating vanes on the tuning fork, the black and white 
lines appear to be stationary. However it is possible to adjust the 
speed of the motor without a tuning fork. With a sixty word per 
minute printer it requires 0.163 second for the transmission of 
each character. The margin bell on the teletypewriter should ring 
when 66 characters have been printed from the left margin. If the 
carriage Is returned to the left margin and the space bar is held 
down for continuous spacing the margin bell should ring at slightly 
more than eleven seconds. When calculating the time it should be 
remembered that there wlll be a mechanical time lag of approxi. 
mately two spaces between the time when the bell is tripped and 
when it rings. The speed of the motor may be adjusted untU this 
time is COl I eel. 

Hbtllr Contrlll 
C~"'t., 

(fllvllrnor / 
Confllef,J 

'},I. 110 VAt
,fUt!l'tIlC 

n·4I1JJ 
Fu;uRIl ofli,(,.--8erte. a·c doc mOlor. 

d. Series a-c d-c motor.-Figure 46c shows the circuit for a 
series motor. Here the armature and field are in series and the 
governor again inserts resistance in series with the armature (and 
field) to reduce the speed and cuts it out to increase the speed. 

59. Power JupplieJ.- If an external power source of direct current 
is available and a direct-current motor is used, this direct-current 
power source may be used to supply the current for the local dr-
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cults as well as Hne current. However, It alternating current is the 
only power available, then some means must be used to convert 
this alternating current into 'direct current to supply the local and 
line currents. A motor-generator set may be used to Sllpply the 
necessary current, or a rectifier may be used. Figure 47 shows the 
circuit of the more common type copper~xlde rectifier. The sec-

FI(;uu 47.- Rectiller circuit. 

ondary of the transformer has taps brought out so that the output 
voltage of the rectifier may be adjusted to its proper value. The 
copper~xlde rectifier operates on the principle that if two dissimilar 
metals are in contact, current can fiow between them more easily in 
one direction than in the other. Copper and copper oxide are used 
in the same manner as two dissimilar metals, to form the elements 
of the copper~xlde rectifier. This combination offers low resistance 
to current fiowing from the copper oxide to the copper, but offers 
a very high resistance to the flow of current from the copper to 
the copper oxide. Thus it becomes of value for the rectification of 
alternating currents. In figure 47 the triangle represents the cop
per oxide and the straight line replesents the copper, thus indicating 
the direction of the current flow through the circuit. 

The output of the rectifier is passed through a filter to smooth 
out any ripples. While the motor of the teletypewriteJ> might 
operate on either direct or alternating current, depending upon the 
design of the motor, the local operating circuits and the line circuits 
require direct current. This may even be supplied from batteries. 
Line current should normally be adjusted to 60 milliamperes. The 
current may vary materially from this value and still maintain 
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satisfactory operation. The pennisslble current variation depends 
upon the constants ot the clrcult. The current required in the 
selector magnet, bias circuit, or other circuits that mlght be con
nected. will vary with the type of equipment used. The value of 
these CIJl'Tellts may be obtained from the technical data turnished 
with each teletypewriter. 

1. What type of faclllties may be employed for teletypewriter 
circuits? 

2. What pieces of Morse equipment might be U'ed to repIEsent 
a teletypewriter? 

3. What Is the simplest clrcu.lt for connecting a teletypewriter 
in a line? 

4. How may three mach1nes be connected in a drcuit? 

5. Draw the circuit for a teletypewriter using a double winding 
llne relay with common battery supply for local and line currents. 

6. How may 4eed of a governed teletypewriter motor be 
adjusted? 
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61. Prindpl. of ,.pnl.,..-Previous sections have shown the satis
factory operation of a properly adjusted relay depends upon the 
reception of the proper amOWlt of CWTent through its coils and 
upon the amount of distortion the signal picked up in transmission. 
These factors depend, in tum, upon the length of the line and It. ... 
constants. Where a line is so long that the line constants preven 
satisfactory operation, It may be cut in the middle and made int 
two independent circuits, each of which is short enough to operatt 
Call these independent circuits A and B. Now an operator located a', 
the midpoint could hear signals made by the operator at the distant 
end of A and could transmit them to the operator at the distant end 
of B. He would be repeating the me ' sege, or as we usually speak of 
it, relaying the me ssege. The repeater Is simply an electro-mech
anical device to take the place of an operator at the midpoint. It 
repeats the signals I«oelved from A to B, simultaneously with the 
leception. 

62. DIIPI •• r.p.a ....... --Since duplex repeaters are more easily 
• 

understood than the single-line repeater, the polar direct-point 
ICpcater will be explained first. 

In figure 48 are two independent double-current duplex circuits. 
Designate the two end stations as East and West, and the common 
station from which the lines nut to East and West as Center. 
Disconnect Center's left hand line from the key and connect it to 
the armature of Center's right hand relay; connect positive and 
negative battery to the space and mark contacts, respectively, at 
Center's right hand relay. 
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Then perlonn a similar' operation with the right hand relay 
line and contacts at the left hand relay. The result is shown in 
figure 49; It is a polar direct-point repeater. 
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When West depresses his key, Center's left hand relay pulls its 
armature to the mark contact. This connects negative battery to 
the right hand line and causes East's relay to pull up to the mark 
position. The signal made by West has been repeated to East. The 
action' in an cases is exactly like that explained under differential 
duplex. 

I 
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63. Single·line repeoler5.--a. Closed--circuit system.-In a neutral 
system where the receiving operator must be able to break in on 
the transmitting operator, a device that will repeat the signal in 
both directions is not so simple as the polar direct point repeater. 
The theory of this device can be understood best by studying its 
operating features step by step. First let us suppose that two inter
mediate relays are connected into a simple circuit as shown in 
figure 50a, with the winding of one relay in series with the con
tacts of the other and vice versa. It is evident from a study of figure 
SOa that this circuit does not meet the requirements of a repeater. 
It is a step in the right direction, but opening either key will result 
in opening both circuits at the intermediate station and the closing 
of either or both keys cannot restore the contacts of the R", and R.: 
relays. In order that this device shaD function it is necessary to 
add to each relay an additional coil so wired that its own annature 
will be closed while the armature of the other relay is released, 
h;;gardless of circuit condition of its own main windings. These coils 

r.. W •. #·S1fIfloh 
r,('.,.~ CItJ.HtI) 

Flcuu :!oOb.--8lna-ie None repea.t.,.- c1r-a1U. 

are called holding coils and figure SOb shows the holding coils 
added to the circuit of SOa. The battery for the holdJng coils is a 
local one and Is not connected to the line In any way. It is repre-
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ented by light lines to distinguish it more clearly from the main 
ine telegl aph wires. The tWo holding coils are in series and each 
ine relay is equipped with an additional set of contacts that shunt 
he holding coil of the other relay when closed. The resistor in series 
,,;,th the local battery is to limit the current flow when the holding 
oils are short-drcu1ted. and the induction coil quickens the action 
.f either holding coil when the shunt is removed. The operation is 
lOW as follows: when both East and West keys are closed, the 
oaln line coil holds the annatures of both relays R. and R. to the 
nark position and both holding coils are shunted out through 
he contacts 1 and 4. Now suppose the East operator opens his 
tey. The main Une relay of R. will be de-energized and the arm
Lture win be moved. to the space position by a spring, breaking 
::ontact 1 and ! and repeating the space signal to the West operator. 
Nhen contact 1 is broken, the shunt on the holding coll of R. is 
cemoved at the same instant the main Dne coil is de-energlzed and. 
:he energized holding coll holds the annature to the closed position. 
I1le armature of R. is held closed by the holding coll while the 
E:ast operator is spacing. When the East operator closes his key, 
the main line clrcuit through R. will be completed and the main 
!IDe con wUl pull the annature back to the marking position, closing 
the contacts of R. which close the main line circuit of the West 
nation and. shunt the holding coil of R ... so that both armatures are 
Ilgaln under the control of the operator's keys. If the West operator 
llesires to break while the East operator is sending, he merely opens 
his key. As the East operator continues to send, the next signal , 
that clos ' t his drcuit, and shWlts the holding coll of the R. relay, 
wUl render 'this holding coli inoperative and pennit the R. anna-
ture to move to the space position, breaking the East operator. 

b. 0peft--circuU syuem.-The repeater described above cannot be 
"Sed on the open-circuit telegraph system. However, an open-ctrcuit 
repeater is a very shnple device and can be constructed quickly 
using two neutral relays with front and back contacts and a battery. 
A drcuIt diagram of an open-circu1t telegraph repeater is shown in 
figure 51. Uke the cloaed-circlrlt type In figure SOb the winding of 
one relay Is in series with the contacts of the other. On the front 
contacts. battery of sufficient capacity to operate the system is 
connected. The operation of the repeater is as follows : when the 
drcu.It is Idle with both keys open (back contacts closed) the ann· 
atures of R. and R. are held on the back contacts by the springs, 
closing the line drcult through the relay windings to ground. No 
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FIGUU: ~l .---Open-elreult repr.~r. 

battery Is in this circuit, therefore, the relay windings are de
energized. Now suppose the East operator closes his key_ The relay 
R~ will now receive current from the East battery and becomE 
energized, closing its front contacts. Since battery is connected to 
the front contact of the R~ relay, current will flow in the West 
circuit and the signal will be repeated to the West operator. Should 
the West operator desire to break, he merely closes his key. As East 
continues to send, the next spacing signal will give the West oper
ator control of the Rw relay. 

M. Regenerative repeater.-The high speed operation commonly 
used with teletypewriters is possible only if the received signals are 
free from any large amount of distortion. Since telegraph signals 
are invariably distorted to some extent In the process of trans
mission and since the ordinary telegraph repeater repeats the 
greater part of such distortion so that it increases cumulatively 
with the length of the over·all circuit, the maxlmwn distance 
over which a teletypewriter circuit will operate tends to be limited 
by this factor. Fortunately, the fact that the signals are of standard . . 
length and are transmitted with mechanical unifonnlty pennits the 
use, in long circuits, of a special type at telegraph repeater, which 
is capable of eliminating distortion from the signals. This is known 
as the start·stop "Iegenerative" repeater. The principle of the 
regenerative repeater is based upon the operation of a transmitting 
machine by a receiving machine. The receiving mechanism, instead 
of typing the message, sets up the code for the transmitting machine 
which relays it to the next section of the circuit simultaneously with 
reception. Consisting essentially of a sending and re<:eiving drum or 
distributor similar to those used in the teletypewriter mechanism, 
It Is capable of leceiving without error any set of signals thai 
would be satisfactorily received by an ordinary teletypewriter, 
and of sending these same signals out as free trom distortion as 
the signals tanned by the sending set. Theretore, by spacing re
generative repeaters at intervals that would be sutHclently short 
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for satisfactory operation of a standard teletypewriter circuit, It 
is theoretically possible to operate a circuit of any length whatever. 

65. QUHtlO"S for Nlf-exomlnotion.-

1. What are the factors limiting the distance over which 
telegraph will work on a single line? 

2. Why are repeaters used? 

3. Name three types of repeaters. 

4. Could the polar direct-point repeater be replaced by the 
,ingle-line repeater? 

5. Given a double-current differentia1 duplex circuit, show how 
to convert one of the stations into a repeater station. 

6. Is marking or spacing bias cumu1ative where single-line and 
polar direct-point repeaters are used! 

7. What advantage does the regenerative repeater have over 
other types? 
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$&CnON IX 

TELEGRAPH SWITCHBOARDS 

p ....... 
Requirements of teleilaph .wltehboarda... .. . ..... . ... . .. ... ... . . .. !if 

Neutral system switchboard . . . ..... . ................ .. ... . . .... ... . ' 6i 
• 

Bule ctreu.\t with make-beto~brH.k relay •. .. _ .. _ .. . •. _ . .. __ .. _ . . . .. 61 
Relay tnt drcu1t .. .... .. _ .... . . .. _. __ .. _. _ .... . __ _ .... .. _ ...... . ... 51 
QueatJons for seU.examinadon _ . . _. _' . _. _ . _____ .... . _. _ .. __ . _ .. ' 7f 

66 ••• ,. •• nts of "legraph IWilchbollrds.-Telegiaph switch· 
boards are very similar in many respects to telephone switchboards 
Some of their requirements are as follows : 

a. Line connectimt.8.-The primary need for switchboards is Ie 
connect two or more line circuits together in any combination 
desired. For telegraph switchboards this requires that lines of both 
ground return and metallic return circuits may be connected to
gether through the switchboard. 

b. Communication with atationa.-It Is, of course, al ... necessaI)' 

that provisions exist for communicating with the stations so thaI 
they may give the operator necessary instructions as to the con· 
nections desired. 

c. Signaling.-Means are provided for the stations to signal the 
operator and for the operator to signal the stations. 

d. Supervi8ion.-It is nece-sary that there be some means for the 
stations to let the operator know when a connection is no longer 
deslred, so some means of supervision Is used. 

e. ExpaMion.-Most telephone switchboards have some means 
provided for connecting two or more boards in multiple, for In· 
creasing the number of lines that may be handled. The same is true 
for teleglaph swit('!lboarda. 

/. Comtant line current.-The current in a telegiaph line should 
H~iilain constant regardless of which or how many drcu1ts an 
connected to it. 

g. Repeatera.-Telegiaph switchboards should contain repeaters 
so that if two stations, each of which is near its maximum worktng 
dist.ance from the switchboard, are connected together through 
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the switchboard they may be able to communicate with each other. 
Repeaters also solve the problem of maintaining constant line 
current and making connections between grounded and metallic 
lines. 

k. Distortion COfTectiDn.-It is desirable, though not always 
possible, to prevent distortion, occurring In one line, from affecting 
the signals in another line when the two are connected together. 
The use of repeaters tends to partial1y reduce this transfer of dis
tortion. 

i. Adjustment 01 relays. Since each circuit will tenninate in 
relays at the switchboard, and since the adjustment of these relays 
depend to a large extent upon variable line conditions, it is of 
great benefit, though not essential, that there be provided some 
means of readily checking the adjustment of these relays. This 
method should be simple and positive. Most switchboards have some 
means of tE'sting the relay while in the circuit as well as employing 
interchangeable plug-in type relays. 

67. Neutral ')'IIem IWitchboard.-The repeaters used in telegraph 
switchboards are of such type th,at each circuit is tenninated in a 
half repeater. E-sentially each half repeater consists of a sending 
relay ami a receiving relay. The winding of the receiving relay and 
the contacts of the sending relay are connected in series in the line, 
When two lines are connected together at the switchboard thE 
contacts of the leceiving relay of one line are connected to control 
the operation of the sending relay in the other line. 

J4.·4f20, 
FrGURE ~2._Bas!c circuit o f teleRTaph ... ''''~.,. 
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o. Basic ctrcuit.-Figure 52 shows the basic circuit used in tele
graph switchboards. It can be seen from this circuit that the release 
of the receiving relay in line 1, as a result of incoming impulses, con
trols the operation of the sending relay in line 2 and the contacts of 
this sending relay transmit the impulses on to line 2. The use 
of the simple neutral type relays In this circuit, however, presents 
another problem. Upon study of figure 52 It can be seen that if 
the rec:eiving relay of Hne 1 is released and, as a result, the sending 
relay of line 2; then the opening of the contacts of this sending 
relay will cause the receiving relay of line f to release, opening 
the circuit of the sending relay of line 1, and both circuits will then 
be locked open. Some method must be used to prevent the release 
of a I ecelving relay as a result of the sending relay in the same 
line circuit being released. 

b. Moke-before-break relay.-A solution to the problem has been 
found in the use of the make-before-break type relay. This .relay 
has an additional contact as shown in flgure 53. The relay armature 
closes with a make contact which is somewhat flexible and as 
the armature continues in Its movement the make contact is 
pulled away from the break contact. Thus, when released as in 

Fleva. :)3._ Make-betore.break Niay. 

flgure 53 the circuit is closed from B to C, but as the relay is 
operated the circuit Is first closed from A to B and then opened 
between B and C. 

61. Basic circuit with mah-IMfor ... break re1ay.-Flgure 54 shows the 
basic circuit of the telegraph switchboard employing a make-before
break relay as the sending relay. All relaYl\ are shown in the normal 
or operated position, If a spacing impulse is transmltted from line 
1 the IKelvtng relay of that line circuit will release, The circult 
from ground through the receiving relay contact of llne .1, the 
patch cord, battery, sending relay of line f and back to ground 
will now be opened, This causes the sending relay of line t to 
release, transmitting the space impulse to line t . Opening the 
sending relay contacts of line ! does not release the leceiving 
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relay of line 2 because of the holding circuit completed through 
the make-before--break contact 8.IT8.Ilgement. When there are no 
patch cords connected into a line circuit the sending relay is held 
operated by a grounded contact in the jack at point X in figures 
j2 and 54. 

LINE" --""':~ ~~=;:;::;:--l 

Jtlcks - -- -. 

Us,'-_I.IIk. "~ II,!"", Circuit" -
L/N6Z 

J4ck$ - \ 
p.,fch 

= CQrd3 
• • 

rJ.·4UZ 
'Xl: 

--
a. Signaling.--Signallng may be accomplished through anyone 

of several methods. One of the most common is the use of additional 
contacts on the receiving relay which controls the action of a slow 
acting relay. U the line circult is held open (by use of the break key 
on the teletypewriter) for a long period as compared to the open 
period occuring during the transmission of signals, the slow acting 
relay will release, closing a circult for a signal lamp. The Donnal 
opening and closing of the 'receiving relay contacts during trans~ 
mission is too fast to pennit the slow acting relay to release and no 
lamp signal is lri.eived unless the break key is held deplessed 
for at least a second or two. 

b. BuperviBion.-Supervision by the operator may be obtained 
either by separate supervisory signals as in commercial switch~ 
boards, or by use of the line signals as in the anny switchboard 
BD-IOO. Generally in a neutral system when the eonnection is 
no longer desired the station originating the call should recall the 
operator to notify him that the connection may be taken down. 
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TItis method of supervision is similar to that employed by the local
battery magneto telephone system. If the operator's circuit is 
terminated in a manner similar to that of a line circuit the operator 
may be connected to any circuit by means of patch cords or key 
arrangements. Line circuits appear in two jacks with patching being 
completed from the top jack of one circuit to the lower jack of the 
other circuit. In this manner conference connections, where 
several circuits are connected together at one time, are possible. 
Since each circuit is individually tenninated, patching connections 
may be made between line circuits connected to separate switch
boards when these switchboards are located together. This pro-
vides for expansion of an office_ For the same reason line currents 
will not be affected by patching so that connections may be made 
between line circuits of stations which would otherwise be 100 far 
apart for communication. 

c. Adju8tments.-The line circuits usually include a rheostat for 
varying the line current and a key arrangement for connecting 
a milliammeter into the line to measure the line current. The ten
lion on the relay springs should be adjusted so that as the relay 
1 eceives a given signal its contacts will transmit It on with the 
proper time Intervals. The contacts should be closed and opened 
in accordance with the signal to be transmited. If the tension is 
too gl eat the contacts will tend to stay open longer than they 
should, and likewise if the tension is too light they will be slow in 
releasing and stay closed too long. A special test circuit is often 
provided for testing the relay contacts. This test circuit is referred 
to as a bias testing or relay test circuit. 

69. Iteloy test drcuit.-Vibrating relay contacts may be considered 
as having an effective resistance over a period of time. When the 
contacts are closed their resistance is zero and when open it is 
Infinite. Over a period of time it may be considered that they have 
a resistance whJch depends upon the resistance of the circuit in 
series with the contacts and the proportion of time when the con
tacts are closed. If the resistance of the clrcuit In series with the 
contacts is 1500 ohms It will be found, for example, that the 
effective resistance of the contacts transmitting a continuous space 
bar signal, as shown in figure 31, will be 3115 ohms. As stated be
fore, this value will vary with the value of resistance in series 
with the contacts and is given merely as an example. The relay 
test circuit, figure 55, consists of a Wheatstone bridge employing 
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he effective resistance of the relay contacts as one ann of the 
,ridge. In making the adjustments the signals must be transmitted 
ontinuously while the spring tension is being changed. With tele
ypewriters the signal which can be transmitted most conveniehtly 
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Flcuu ~ JWlay ~t circuit. 

or this test is that which is transmitted when the space bar of 
he teletypewriter is held down. For this reason the bridge is 
esigned so that it will be balanced when the relay contacts 
resent an effective resistance equal to that conesponding to 
he continuous space bar signal. The relay contacts are then con
ected into the test circuit. the space bar of the teletypewriter is 
eld down and the spring tension is adjusted until the bridge is 
a1anced. In testing the receiving relay contacts the distant sta
ion will transmit the space bar signals. and in testing the sending 
~lay the transmissions must be toward the distant station. 

70. Quullom for self-•• OINnoflon.-

1. What features are desired in teleglaph switchboards? 
2. Explain the operation of a make-before-break relay. 
3. Draw the basic circuit with make-before-break relays and 

Iqllaln its operation in tenninating a line at a telegraph switch-- . 
4. How may conference connections be obtained in a telegl aph 

Nitchboard? 
5. What types of adjustments are neccssry in teleglaph switch· 

oonIs? 
6. Explain the operation of the relay test circuit. 
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moEX TO TECHNICAL AND F'le:I·D MANUAlS 

(See FM 21-6 for complete list) 

rM 11-302 
CM 11-330 
l'M 11-331 
I'M 11-332 
I'M 11-333 
l'M 11-335 
l'M 11-340 
CM 11-345 
I'M 11-351 
l'M 11-353 

l'M 11-354 
CM 11-360 
['M 11-361 
rM 11-362 
I'M 11-363 
['M 11-430 

l'M 11-431 
['M 11-457 
I'M 11-458 
rM 11- 900 
I'M 11-901 
~ 1-45 
m 5-10 

m 11-5 

Charging Set SCR-169 
Switchboards BD-71 and B0-72 
Switchboard :en 14 
Telephone Central Office Set Tc-t 
Signal Corps Telephone FE ~A 

Telephone Central Office Set TC-l 
Telephone Central Office Set TC-2 
Cabinet BE-70-( ), Wire Chief's Testing Cabinet 
Telegraph Sets TG-5 and 'I'G+A 
Installation and Maintenance of Telegiaph Printer 

Equipment 
Teletypewriter Sets EE-97 and EE-98 
Reel Units RL-26 and RL-26-A 

• 

Signal Corps Test Sets EE-65 and FE 65-A 
Reel Unit RL-31 
Pole Une Construction 
Storage Batteries for Signal Communication, ex-

cept those pertaining to aircraft 
Target Range Communication Systems 
Local-Battery Telephone Equipment 
Common-Battery Telephone Equipment 
Power Units PE-75-A and PE-75-B 
Power Unit PE-75-C 
Signal Communication; Air Corps 
Communication, Construction, and Utilities; En-

gineer 
Missions, Functions, and Signal Communication In 

General; Signal Corps 
Signal Communication 
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ApPENDIX II 

GLOSSARY OF TERMS 

The fonowing definition of words and tenns apply only to theil 
usage in this text. 

Alternating (unent ---Current that periodically reverses in direction 
Alternator.-An a·c generator. 
Ammet.r.-A current meter with a scale calibrated in amperes. 
Amp.re.-Unit of flow of electrical current; i.e. that amount ol 

current which win flow through a resistance of one ohm when i 

potential of one volt is applied. 
Armature.-The rotating assembly of a d·c motor or generator; 

also the movable Iron part which completes the magnetic circuit 
in certain apparatus. 

Ba"ery.-A device for converting chemical energy into electrical 
energy; one or more cells. 

Blal.-Line bias.-The effect on the length of telegraph signals 
produced by the electrical characteristics of the lipe and equipment. 
If the received signal is longer than that sent, the distortion is 
called marking bias; if the received signal is shorter, it is called 
spacing bias. 

Applied bias.-A force (electrical, mechanical, or magnetic) ex· 
erted on a relay or other device which tends to hold the device in a 
given electrical or mechanical condition. 

Blal &lto,.lon.-The distortion produced by bias. 
ar.ak (ontact.-That contact of a switching device which opens a 

circuit upon the operation of the device. 
Break key.---On a teletypewriter the key used to break into the 

transmission being I ec-elved from another station. 
Bridge.-A shunt path; 8 device used in the electrical mea.surt

Inent of impedance, resistance. etc. 
Bypau.-A shunt path around some element or e1ements of a 

circujt. 

Capadhlnce.-The ability or capacity to receive an e1ectrical 
charge. 
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Capatilor.-A device for inserting the property of capacitance into 
I circuit; two or more conductors separated by a dielectric. 

Cell.-A combination of electrodes and electrolyte which converts 
:hemical energy into electrical energy. 

Chorac:teri'tic.-A distinguishing trait, quality, or property. 
Cil(uil.-A closed path or mesh of closed paths which may include 

1 source of emf. 
CloNd-cireuit Sytlem.-A telegraph system in which, when no sta

jon is transmitting, the circuit is closed and current is flowing in 
:he circuit. 
Compo~I •. -A method of simultaneously operating telephone and 

i.e telegraph circuits over the same conductors in which one. tele
~ph circuit may be ob~ned on each conductor. 

Conden' .... -Same as capacitor. 
Contlnulty.-A condition of a circuit where a closed electrical path 

is obtained. 
Cron.-A type of line trouble in which one circuit becomes con

nected to one or more other circuits. 
Cronflr •. -A condition where telegraph signals on one circui! 

l:3use interference in other telegraph or telephone circuits. 
Cu"eftt.-A flow of electrons in a circuit. 
Direct currenl.--Current which is constant in direction. 
Differ.ntlol.-Pertaining to, or involving, a difference; I.e., a dif-

ferential current device is one which operated upon the basis of a 
difference in two current values. 

Dj,tortion.-An alteration or deformity of a wave fonn. 
o...pl ... --Operation in two directions simultaneously over one 

circuit. 
Elect,ocIe.-The solid conductors of a cell or battery which are 

placed in contact with the electrolyte: a conductor which makes 
electrical contact with a liquid, gas, or an electron cloud. 

Electrolyte.-A solution in which, when traversed by an electric 
current, there is a liberation of matter at the electrodes, either an 
evolution of gas or a deposit of a solid. Usually refers to the solu
tion in a battery. 

Electromognet.-A core of magnetic material, such as soft iron, 
which is temporarily magnetized by passing an electric current 
through a coil of wire surrounding It, but loses Its magnetism as 
soon as the current stops. 
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Electromotfve force. emt.-Ditference of electrical potential 01 

pressure measured in volts. 
EledrOM,---One of the negative particles of an atom. 
Energy.-That capacity for doing work. 
Reid of forc •. -Region in space within which a force is effective 
F1ux.-The magnetic lines of force. 
Forc •. -That which tends to change the state of rest or motion 01 

matter. 
functlon.-The duty or job perfonned by a device; with regard tc 

teletypewriters, the mechanical operation of line feed, carriage reo 
turn, letters shIft, figures, unshift and space. 

Fu ... -A circuit protecting device which makes use of a suI> 
stance which has a low melting point. 

Generotor.-A device for converting mechanical energy into elec· 
trical energy. 

Ground.-Tbe contact of a conductor with the earth; also thE 
earth when employed as a return conductor. 

Holding coil.-A separate coil of a relay which is energized by thE 
operation of the relay and holds the relay operated after the origin· 
al operating circuit is deenergized. 

Howler .-An electromechanical device for the production of an 
audio-frequency tone. 

Impedonce.-The total opposition to the flow of current consisting 
of resistance and reactance. 

Ind",ctonc •. -Property of a circuit which opposes a change in 
current. 

'nduetl". reoetonce.-The opposition to the flow of alternating or 
pulsating current due to the Inductance of the cirCuit. 

'nsulotor.-A mediwn which will not conduct electricity. 
Jack.-In combination with a plug, a device by which connections 

can readily be effected in electrical circuits. 
K.y.-A hand operated device for the rapid opening and closing of 

a circuit or circuits. 
Keyboord perfol'Otor .-A mechanism consisting of a keyboard and 

a perforator by which means a tape is perforated in accordance with 
a code corresponding to the depressed character key of the key· 
'><>aro. 

Leokoge.- Tenn used to express current loss through imperfect 
sulation. 
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Un .. of forc •. -A path through space along which a field of force 
acts. (Shown by a line on a sketch.) 

Magnetic pole.-Region where the majority of magnetic lines of 
force leave or enter a magnet. 

Mognetomotlve for •. -The force which is nece-sery to establish 
Hux in a magnetic circuit or to magnetize an unmagnetlzed speci. 
men. 

Make contad.-That contact of a device which closes a circuit 
upon the operation of the device. 

Margin.-The upper and lower limits through which the index 
arm of the range finder mechanism of a teletypewriter may be 
moved and still receive correct copy_ 

Man:lng blas.-That bias which affects the results in the same 
dilection as marking current. 

Man:lng contact.-That contact of a telegraph relay which is 
closed when marking current is controlling the relay operation. 

Man:lng cun.nl.-That magnitude and polarity of current in the 
line when the receiving mechanism Is in the operated position. 

Microfarod .-Practical unit of capacitance; one-millionth of a 
farad. 

Milliamp., •. -Unit of electric current; equal to one-thousandth of 
an ampere. 

Mllliamm.'.r.--Current meter with a scale calibrated in milliam· 
"',.... 

Multipl •. -Parallel connection whereby any number of identical 
pieces of equipment may be connected into the circuit. 

Netwon:.-An electrical circuit made up of series or shunt impe
dance or combinations of series and shunt impedances. 

Ohm.-Fundamental unit of resistance. 
Ohmm.t .... -A direct reading Instrument for meas\lring resistance, 

calibrated In ohms. 
Open-circuit system.-A telegraph system which, when no station 

Is transmitting, no battery is In the circuit and no current is flowing. 
Parallitl clrcuil.-A circuit In which one side of all component parts 

are connected together to one line while the other side of all com
ponents are connected together to another line. 

Pakhlng.-The temporary connection of the two lines or circuits 
together through other than the use of regular switchboard cord 
circuits. 
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"atchlng cord.-A cord temtinated on each end with a plug, "seC 
in patching between circuits tenninated in jacks. 

'eo. anent ",agnet.-A piece of steel or alloy which has its mole
cules lined up such that a magnetic field exists without the applica· 
tion of a magnetomotive force. ~ 

"banta .. circult_-A telephone circuit which is superimposed upor. 
two other circuits such that the two conductors of one circuit act 
combined as one conductor for the phantom circuit and the ron· 
ductors .f the second circuit act as the other phantom conductor. 

Plug.-In combination with a jack, a device by which connec· 
tions can readily be effected in electrical circuits. 

Palar.-A system of telegraphy in which the current in the linE 
is reversed in polarity in changing from marking to spacing. 

Polarential.-A telegraph transmission system in which transmis
sion in one direction is polar with equal and opposite transmitting 
voltages for marking and spacing, and transmission in the other 
direction is differential with voltage applied for the spacing condi
tion and ground for the marking condition. 

Potential difference_-The degree of electrical pressure exerted by 
a point in an electrical field or circuit in reference to some other 
point; same as electromotive force or voltage. 

Prolongation .-That interval of time between the opening of the 
circuit and the release of the receiving mechanism. 

Protedor.-A device to protect equipment or personnel from high 
voltages or currents. 

P"IMlIing cunent.-CwTent of varying magnitude but constant 
direction. 

-Rec:tifler.-A device for charging alternating current to pulseting 
current. 

Relay.-A device for controlling electrical circuits from a remote 
position; magnetic switch. 

Repeater .- A device for the retransmission of a signal, usually 
with amplification. 

Repeating coll.-An audio·frequency transfonner for transferring 
energy from one electrical circuit to another, usuaUy one·to-one 
ratio with one side (line connection) arranged so that a center tap 
may be obtained for simplexing. 

Reperforator .-A device for the reception of teletypewriter signals 
as electrical impulses from a line and converting them into perfora
''lns in a tape. 
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.... danc •. -The opposition offered by a conductor to the passage 
of either direct or alternating current. That portion of impedance 
which causes power loss . 

.... lIrdoti.n.-The interval of time between the closing of the cir
cuit and the operation of the receiving mechanism . 

• h.ostot.-A variable resistance for limiting the currents in a 
circuit. 

lot.r.-The rotating part of an electrical device. 
S.lf Inductanc •. -Inductance associated with but one circuit. 
S.ri.s circujf.-An electrical circuit in which the component parts 

are placed end-to-end and form a single continuous conductor; op
posite of parallel. 

Short.-A type of line trouble in which the two conductors of a 
pair become connected together. 

Shunt.-A parallel or alternate path for the current in a circuit; 
usually with some impedance other than zero; not used with refer
ence to trouble. (See- Short.) 

Sj",ple •. -A methoo. of obtaining a telegraph channel by use of 
repeating coils or bridged impedances. 

Sound.r.-A receiving instrument used in telegraphy to produce 
audible signals by means of an armature operated between two 
stops. 

Spacing bin-That bias which affects the results In the same 
direction as spacing current. 

Spacing contact.-That contact of a telegraph relay which is closed 
when spaclng current is controlling the relay operation. 

Spacing c,,".nt.-That magnitude and polarity of current In the 
Une when the receiving mechanism is In the unoperated or released 
position. 

Stotor.-That part of an electrical device which remains station
ary when in use. 

Subscribor.-A person or organization to whom service is extended. 
SupeNislon.-The process of watching over the condition of a con

nection at a switchboard to detennlne when subscribers are through 
using the connection. 

Switch.-A device for opening. closing, or rerouting an electrical 
circuit. 

Swltchboord.-A board containing apparatus for controlling or 
connecting electrical circuits. 
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$ynchronism.-The state of being synchronous. 
$ynchronous.- Having the same period and phase; happening at 

the same time. 
Telegraphy.-A means of communication whereby a message is 

transmitted a character at a time employing a code of impulses of 
various lengths and combinations to designate the individual char
acters. 

Teletypewriter.- An electromechanical device for the transmission 
of characters as electrical impulses, the analysis, and printing of 
the characters corresponding to the impulses received. 

Terminal.-One end of an electrical circuit. 
Tl"Clnsminion.-The passing of energy through a conductor. 
TransmIH.r-dlstrlbutor.-A distributor consisting of a rotating ann 

with brushes in contact with conducting segments of a circle, used 
in the transmission of teletypewriter signals. 

T.W.X.-A trunk between teletypewriter centra] offices; in the 
Anny, referred to trunks from Anny teletypewriter switchboards 
to commercial switchboards. 

Valt.-Unit of potential, potential difference, emf, or electrical 
pressure. 

Voltm.t.r.- An instrument for measuring potential difference or 
electrical pressure, calibrated in volts. 

Working margin.-The difference in current through the Hne relay 
of the receiving telegraph station when the key of the sending tele
graph station is open and wh~ it is closed. 
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Bias adjustment 
Bias distortion 

Marking 

INDEX 

INDEX • 

Spacing . _ . . _ " . . . . . , 
Zero .. , 

• Composite circuits . .. , 
ComposiUng ot phantom 
Duplex telegraphy . . . ., - - , . . . . . . ' . . 

Bridged . , . .. ... , .. , ... _ 
Double.current differential 
Meaning ot " . . . _ 
Short line , " 
Single-current differential 

Earth potentials .. 
Grounds , .... , .. , 

As used for Held wire systems 
Connections to .. _ 
Measurements of 
Multiple .... 
Purpose of 
Resistance of 

Variation ot 
Ground return .. 
intermediate staUons 
Leakage 
Pllantom circuits 
Power source ... 

Means ot obtaining 
Voltage 

Prolongation 
Protection 

• 

Questions for selt-examlnatlon: 
Duplex telegraphy 
Grounds .... _ 
Relays, telegraph 
Repeaters, telegraph 
Simplex, phantom, and composite circuits 
Single-Une telegraphy .. 
Switchboards, telegraph 
Teletypewriter circuits 
Teletypewriter machines 
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Relays, telegraph 
Differential, neutral 
Differential, polar 
Uno 
Simple neutral 

. . , . 

Western Electric Type 215 
Western Union Type 41 . .. . . . 

Repeaten, telegraph . . .. . . 
Duplex 
Principle ot 
Regenerative 
Single line 

Closed·clrcuit 
Open-circuit 

Retardation 
Simplex Mrcuits 
Simplexed phantom 
Slngle-lInc telegraphy 

Closed·circuit 
Advantages 01 

Open-elrcuit . 
Advantages of 

Sounder 
Switchboards, telegraph 

Basic circuit 
Neutral system 
Relay test circuit ot 
Requirements or 
Signaling 
Supervision 

Teletypewriter circuits 
Basic 
General 
Motor circuits of 

Series a·c, d·c 
Shunt d-e 

. . . . .. . 

Speed adjustments 
Synchronous 

Teletypewriter machines 
Description 
M- 14 
M - 15 
M - 26 
Operation 
Purpose 
Synchronizing 
Reperforator 
Tran!lmlssion 
Transmitter distributor 
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